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Resumen

Los fenómenos que ocurren fuera del equilibrio son altamente complejos

y, en muchas ocasiones, resultan desafiantes de comprender, pero se mani-

fiestan en numerosas áreas del conocimiento, abarcando disciplinas como la

bioloǵıa, la ingenieŕıa y la economı́a. En el campo de la f́ısica, encontramos

sistemas fuera del equilibrio en una amplia gama de contextos, que incluyen

la dinámica de fluidos, la cinética qúımica y los semiconductores, entre otros.

La criticalidad está relacionada con leyes de escala y clases de universalidad,

que se refieren a grupos de sistemas cuyas magnitudes escalan de manera

similar, a pesar de que desde una perspectiva microscópica pueden ser muy

diferentes. La rugosidad cinética de superficies es un ejemplo de sistemas

cŕıticos fuera de equilibrio. De manera simplificada, la rugosidad cinética

ocurre en sistemas donde una superficie plana se torna cada vez más rugosa

con el tiempo debido, por ejemplo, a la deposición aleatoria de part́ıculas.

Este fenómeno se manifiesta en diversos contextos, como el crecimiento de

peĺıculas delgadas, la formación de copos de nieve o la corrosión de met-

ales, y a su vez influye en una variedad de aplicaciones cient́ıficas y tec-

nológicas, como la proliferación celular o el desarrollo de nuevos materiales.

En esta tesis, mediante exhaustivas simulaciones numéricas, investigamos

las fluctuaciones cŕıticas y caracterizamos las propiedades universales de

diferentes frentes rugosos. Además, determinamos los exponentes cŕıticos

que gobiernan las fluctuaciones espaciotemporales del frente y analizamos

sus propiedades estad́ısticas, como las funciones de correlación, con el obje-

tivo de identificar comportamientos universales.
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Abstract

Non-equilibrium phenomena are complex and often challenging to under-

stand, but they are prevalent in many fields, including biology, engineering,

and economics. In physics, non-equilibrium phenomena occur in fluid dy-

namics, chemical kinetics, and semiconductors, among others. Frequently,

criticality is associated with the concepts of scaling and universality classes,

which refer to groups of systems that exhibit similar scaling behavior. Sur-

face kinetic roughening is an example of non-equilibrium criticality that is

interesting because of its multidisciplinary nature. In a simplified manner, it

occurs in systems where a flat surface becomes increasingly rough over time

due to, for example, the random motion of particles onto the surface. This

phenomenon can be observed in a variety of contexts, such as the growth of

thin films, the formation of snowflakes, or in the corrosion of metals, all of

which in turn influence a variety of scientific and technological applications

such as cell proliferation or the development of new materials. In this the-

sis, we are interested in surface kinetic roughening from a theoretical point

of view. We study the critical fluctuations and characterize the universal

properties of different rough fronts through extensive numerical simulations.

We determine the critical exponents that govern the spatio-temporal fluc-

tuations of the front. Additionally, we analyze the statistical properties of

the front fluctuations, such as their correlation functions, with the aim of

identifying universal behaviors.
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Introduction

Surface kinetic roughening is a phenomenon that occurs in out-of-equilib-

rium systems where a flat surface gradually becomes rougher over time due

to, for example, the random deposition of particles. This process can be ob-

served in various contexts, such as the growth of thin films, the formation of

snowflakes, or the corrosion of metals. The study of kinetic roughness is of

significant interest because it exemplifies non-equilibrium systems exhibit-

ing critical phenomena. Criticality in this context refers to the emergence

of scale-invariant behavior and universality classes, where different systems

exhibit similar scaling behaviors despite their microscopic differences. Un-

derstanding kinetic roughness is not only essential for gaining insights into

fundamental aspects of non-equilibrium physics but also has practical im-

plications in various scientific and technological applications, ranging from

cell proliferation to the development of novel materials.

In this thesis, we are interested in the study of the universality and ki-

netic roughening properties of non-equilibrium fronts, addressing them from

a theoretical standpoint. We study the critical fluctuations and characterize

the universal properties of different rough fronts through extensive numeri-

cal simulations. We determine the critical exponents that govern the spatio-

temporal fluctuations of the front. Additionally, we analyze the statistical

properties of the front fluctuations, such as their correlation functions, with

the objective of identifying universal behaviors.

The thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapters 1 and 2 establish the

theoretical framework, and Chapter 3 sets out the methodology which will

be considered in the remaining chapters. As the main novel contributions

of the thesis, chapters 4, 5, and 6 collect the study of three different systems

which have in common the emergence of a growth front. Through extended
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computer simulations, we analyze the universal properties of these systems,

to reach a better understanding of the related physical system or to extend

the knowledge of a given universality class. Each of these chapters presents

its own results and the corresponding conclusions. In the final chapter, we

provide a summary of the thesis results, elucidate its contributions to the

scientific field, and outline directions for future research.

We next explain briefly the content of each one of the thesis chapters:

• In Chapter 1 we introduce the fundamental concepts related to kinetic

surface roughening. First, we focus on particle deposition models. We

develop simple particle models (discrete viewpoint) and pose stochas-

tic grow equations (continuum viewpoint) with time-dependent noise

in order to characterize the different university classes that will appear

in this thesis. Then, we introduce models with a depinning transition

and system where quenched disorder. Finally, we present experiments

in which interfaces have been measured and characterized.

• In Chapter 2 we focus on the Directed Percolation universality class,

and specifically in the Contact process model, that will appear in next

chapters. We dedicate a section to the Directed Percolation Depinning

model, which connects concepts from the first and second chapters.

To conclude, we also discuss some experiments related to these uni-

versality classes.

• Chapter 3 sets out the methodology we will use to study our systems

in the following chapters. Here we define the observables we measure

and how estimate their statistical errors.

• In Chapter 4 we study front dynamics for a reaction-diffusion sys-

tem, which in the continuum is described by the stochastic Fisher-

Kolmogorov-Petrovsky-Piscunov equation.

• In Chapter 5 we study the kinetic behavior of the fronts of coffee-ring

aggregates via simulations of an off-lattice model, so-called patchy

colloids model, considered for this context.

• In Chapter 6 we study the interface representation of the contact pro-

cess at its directed-percolation critical point, where the scaling prop-
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erties of the interface can be related to those of the original particle

model.

• Chapter 7 encapsulates a brief overview of all the work conducted

throughout the thesis.
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Chapter 1

Surface kinetic roughening

Non-equilibrium phenomena are complex and often challenging to under-

stand, but they are prevalent in various fields, including Biology [1], Engi-

neering [2], or Economy [3]. In Physics, non-equilibrium phenomena appear,

for instance, in fluid flow in porous media [4], the growth of thin films [5],

active matter [6, 7] or quantum matter [8, 9], among others. In these and

many other contexts, the emergence of strong correlations associated with

space-time criticality become particularly relevant [10]. Frequently, critical-

ity is associated with the concepts of scaling and universality classes, which

refer to a group of systems that exhibit a similar scaling behavior.

Surface kinetic roughening is an example of non-equilibrium criticality

which is interesting because of its multidisciplinary nature. In a simplified

manner, surface kinetic roughening occurs in systems where a flat surface

becomes increasingly rough over time due to the random motion of parti-

cles onto the surface. This phenomenon can be observed in a variety of

contexts, such as the growth of thin films, the formation of snowflakes, or

in the corrosion of metals, which in turn influence a variety of scientific and

technological applications such as proliferation of cells or development of

new materials [11].

From the theoretical point of view, we are herein interested in surface

kinetic roughening through the study of critical fluctuations of the interface

of a driven system subjected to some kind of noise. The ensuing universality

classes and their properties are being quite recently seen to generalize and

expand [12, 13] those of equilibrium critical dynamics to non-equilibrium
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conditions [10], becoming relevant even for non-interfacial systems.

1.1 Critical phenomena

In Physics, criticality refers to the behavior of a system near a critical point,

where it undergoes significant changes in its properties, with prevalence of

scale invariance. Systems exhibiting criticality are called critical systems.

The changes in their macroscopic behavior can manifest as phase transitions,

which involve substantial changes in the properties of a system as its internal

structure (or order) changes. Phase transitions can be either discontinuous

or continuous.

Discontinuous phase transitions, also called first-order phase transitions,

are characterized by a sudden jump or discontinuity in the system proper-

ties. Examples include the solid-liquid phase transition or the liquid-gas

phase transition [14].

On the other hand, continuous phase transitions, also known as second-

order phase transitions, occur without any sudden change. Instead, they are

marked by gradual continuous changes. A key feature of continuous phase

transitions is the emergence of long-range correlations, where fluctuations

in one part of the system can affect the behavior of distant parts. Such type

of behaviors are termed critical phenomena and are often associated with

the concept of universality. Well-known examples of a continuous phase

transitions are the para-ferromagnetic transition at the Curie temperature

and the liquid-gas transition at the triple point [14].

The study of continuous phase transitions has been particularly fruit-

ful in the field of magnetism, with the model of ferromagnetic materials

providing a valuable framework. Ferromagnets are systems that exhibit

spontaneous magnetization even in the absence of an external magnetic

field. At the critical temperature (Curie temperature), a ferromagnetic ma-

terial undergoes a continuous phase transition from a ferromagnetic phase

to a paramagnetic phase. This transition is associated with the loss of

spontaneous magnetization and the emergence of critical fluctuations. The

behavior of the system near the critical temperature is described by a set of

critical exponents, which govern the scaling properties of various physical

quantities, such as the magnetization or the specific heat.
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Critical exponents occur in all continuous phase transitions, actually.

They provide valuable insights into the universal behavior of those systems

undergoing continuous phase transitions. For instance, the Ising model, a

simple theoretical model of ferromagnetism, predicts specific values for the

critical exponents of the para-ferromagnetic transition. Experimental obser-

vations of various physical systems have confirmed the universality of these

critical exponents, highlighting the remarkable similarities in the behavior of

diverse systems near their respective critical points. For example, a simple

fluid and a uniaxial ferromagnet have exactly the same critical exponents.

The existence of universal scaling exponents and their calculation for vari-

ous systems is a central problem of statistical mechanics. Nonetheless, the

renormalization group (RG) method, introduced by Wilson in 1971, per-

mits a systematic calculation of the scaling exponents [15]. The concept of

universality class expresses the idea that only a few fundamental variables

determine the exponents that describe scaling behavior. Consequently, di-

verse systems that may seem unrelated at first glance, exhibit strikingly

comparable behavior [16].

Regardless of their character (continuous or discontinuous), equilibrium

phase transitions take place if both phases are in mechanical, thermal,

and chemical equilibrium. This is the case of the aforementioned para-

ferromagnetic transition. Nevertheless, it has been acknowledged that the

occurrence of phase transitions (or more precisely phenomena resembling

them) which entail changes from disordered states to ordered states are not

exclusively restricted to physical systems in thermal equilibrium [17]. There

are many examples in nature of the emergence of criticality in slowly driven

non-equilibrium systems such as earthquakes in seismic systems, avalanches

in granular media, and rainfall in the atmosphere [18]. In the context of

this thesis, it must be remarked that some non-equilibrium systems exhibit

the so-called self-organized criticality (SOC). Their macroscopic behavior

displays the spatial or temporal scale-invariance characteristic of the crit-

ical point of a continuous phase transition, but without the need to tune

control parameters to a precise value, because the system, effectively, tunes

itself as it evolves towards criticality [11].

In roughening processes, simple scaling relations connect apparently in-

dependent quantities and exponents, allowing one to study and characterize

these systems in universality classes analogous to those of equilibrium crit-
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ical phenomena. Theoretical models are the basis for the study of those

growth processes. Furthermore, simulation studies provide an important

link between theory and experiment, allowing one to distinguish the essen-

tial factors that determine morphology from the unimportant details. From

these models one obtains large-scale properties that are universal, i.e. inde-

pendent of the specific microscopic details of the model under consideration

[11]. Incidentally, it is worthy mentioning that the interfaces produced by

growth processes are self-affine, which means that rescaling anisotropically

a part of the interface yields an interface that is statistically indistinguish-

able from the whole [11]. We will be on these ideas below. Actually, they

are the conceptual leitmotivs inspiring this thesis.

1.2 Scaling properties

In this section we enumerate a small number of scaling behaviors that allows

one to characterize kinetic roughening surfaces. We will discuss this topic

more specifically in Chapter 3.

The key concept is that of front, which will be called surface or inter-

face indistinctly hereafter. In all cases, the front is defined as a set of local

space-time variables h(x, t). In the simplest case, we define the front as the

ensemble of particles in an aggregate that are highest in each substrate po-

sition, resulting in a set of height variables h(x, t) where x are the positions

of the substrate. As an example, Fig. 1.1 shows a particle aggregate in a

one-dimensional substrate of size L. The heights h(x, t), where x = 1, ..., L,

are denoted as blue points. The mean front, h̄(t), defined as the average of

the local heights h(x, t), measures the mean position of the front.

Apart from its position, one more variable describing a front is its width

w(L, t), which characterizes the roughness of the interface, defined as the

standard deviation of the height h(x, t). In Fig. 1.1 the mean height or

mean front, h̄(t), has been plotted as a solid orange line and the width of

the front is indicated by a magenta arrow.

The typical time evolution of w(L, t) has two behavioral regions sepa-

rated by a crossover time tx, namely,

w(L, t) ∼
{

tβ, if t ≪ tx,

Lα ≡ wsat(L), if t ≫ tx.
(1.1)
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w

L

t

h(x, t)

h̄(t)

Figure 1.1: Example of a particle aggregate of lateral size L. The local

heights h(x, t) (blue dots) define the front. The system evolves over time, as

more particles are aggregated and the heights grow in the vertical direction.

The mean front h̄(t) and the width w(L, t) are represented by a solid orange

line and a magenta arrow, respectively.

Initially, the width increases as a power of time; the exponent β, called the

growth exponent, characterizes the time-dependent dynamics of the rough-

ening process. The power-law regime does not extend indefinitely in time,

but it is followed by a saturation regime at which the front width reaches

a saturation value, wsat. As L increases, the saturation value, wsat(L), in-

creases as well, through another power law. The exponent α, called the

roughness exponent, is a second critical exponent which characterizes the

roughness of the saturated interface. The crossover time tx depends of the

system size as

tx ∼ Lz, (1.2)

where z is called the dynamic exponent.

The scaling exponents α, β, and z are not independent. Indeed, if one

approaches the crossover point from the left and from the right, one has

w(tx) ∼ tβx and w(tx) ∼ Lα, respectively. These two relations, along with

tx ∼ Lz, imply that

z = α/β, (1.3)

which is valid for any growth process obeying the scaling relation (1.1).

One more important feature of most surfaces is the existence of space
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correlations. In growth processes, correlations develop along the surface,

which implies that heights at different sites of the surface are not completely

independent of one another. In other words, local heights depend on average

upon the heights of neighboring sites. Although the growth process is local,

the information about the height of each neighbor spreads globally through

this lateral process. The characteristic distance over which the heights are

correlated (i.e. over which the heights “know” about each other) is called

the parallel correlation length, ξ∥.

At the beginning of the growth process, t = 0, usually all sites are

uncorrelated. At t > 0, the parallel correlation length increases with time

during the growth process. However, this correlation length cannot keep

growing indefinitely in a finite system since it is constrained by the system

size, L. When ξ∥ reaches the size of the system, the entire interface becomes

correlated, resulting in the saturation of the interface width. Thus, ξ∥ ∼ L

at saturation, which occurs at a time tx given by (1.2). Replacing L by ξ∥,

we get ξ∥ ∼ t
1/z
x , which holds for t < tx as well. According to this,

ξ∥ ∼
{

t1/z, if t ≪ tx,

L, if t ≫ tx.
(1.4)

From this point of view, the dynamic exponent z quantifies the power-law

increase of the parallel correlation length along the surface.

In the growth direction, the fluctuations are characterized by another

correlation length, the perpendicular correlation length, ξ⊥. It has the same

scaling behavior as the width w(L, t).

Before proceeding further, we should clarify a potential ambiguity in

the dimension notation. The dimension of an interface will be denoted by

d. Therefore, d = 1 denotes a one-dimensional interface embedded in a

two-dimensional plane, while d = 2 represents a two-dimensional interface

embedded in a three-dimensional space. Moreover, interfaces of higher di-

mensions are also interesting to consider.

1.3 Deposition models and growth equations

In this section we discuss discrete models in which particles are deposited

onto a substrate. A growing front is consequently created, which can be
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characterized using the scaling equations mentioned in the previous section

and computing the critical exponents β, α, and z. For each model, we will

derive the related continuous growth equations. We will be able then to

introduce the main universality classes of surface kinetic roughening.

1.3.1 Discrete deposition models

Random deposition, random deposition with relaxation, and ballistic depo-

sition are likely the simplest discrete models involving particle deposition

which generate non-equilibrium interfaces.

In particular, random deposition (RD) may be considered as the most

basic surface growth model. In this model, particles fall down along a verti-

cal direction at a random position towards the substrate. Upon falling, they

attach themselves to either the substrate or to previous particles existing

in that position (see the schema in Fig. 1.2). The surface height increases

as particles accumulate on top of each other in individual columns, without

any correlation between them; Fig. 1.3a illustrates the corresponding sur-

face morphology. Each column has an equal probability of growing, which

is given by p = 1/L, where L is the size of the system.

The simplicity of the model allows one to calculate exactly the critical

exponents. The probability that a column has height h after the deposition

of N particles follows a binomial distribution,

P (h,N) =

(
N

h

)
ph(1− p)N−h. (1.5)

One may compute then the average of the height and the second moment

of the height. The width of the interface is straightforwardly calculated to

give

w2(t) = ⟨h2⟩ − ⟨h⟩2 = N

L

(
1− 1

L

)
. (1.6)

The evolution time may be defined for this model as the mean num-

ber of deposited layers, t = N/L. From Eq. (1.6) and Eq. (1.1), we have

w(t) ∼ t1/2, and therefore

β =
1

2
. (1.7)
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Random 
deposition

Random 
deposition

with relaxation

Ballistic 
deposition

Figure 1.2: Diagrams of particle adhesion rules in deposition models: random

deposition, random deposition with relaxation, and ballistic deposition.

Note that, in the RD model, the interface width grows indefinitely, with-

out saturation. Since there are no space or lateral correlations, the corre-

lation length ξ∥ is always zero, the interface does not saturate, and the

roughness exponent α is not well defined.

Another discrete model, very simple but nonetheless interesting, is ran-

dom deposition with surface relaxation (RDwR). To include surface relax-

ation in the RD model, one allows each deposited particle to diffuse along

the surface up to a finite distance (typically up to the nearest neighbor

sites), stopping when it finds a position with a lower height. A schema

of how particles are deposited in this model is depicted in Fig. 1.2. An

example of this interface, on the other hand, is shown in Fig. 1.3b. One

straightforwardly realizes that it is much smoother compared to the RD

model without relaxation.

Observe that, in the RDwR model, the heights of nearby columns influ-

ence particle positioning, hence correlations appear. As we shall see below,

analytical solutions in one dimension provide β = 1/4 and α = 1/2.

Ballistic deposition (BD) is still another simple discrete model which

generates a non-equilibrium interface with interesting growth properties.
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(a) Random deposition morphology.

(b) Random deposition with surface relaxation morphology.

(c) Ballistic Deposition morphology.

Figure 1.3: Particle aggregates for RD, RDwR, and BD models. As a refer-

ence, the substrate size is always L = 100 in all cases, and the total number

of particles in each morphology is 2000.

One may also consider it as a modification of RD. Again, particles fall

vertically at a random position of the substrate, where they may attach

themselves to the substrate or to another particle previously deposited in

the same position. As a new feature they may now aggregate laterally to

particles that are in neighboring sites. Assuming an one-dimensional model

with nearest-neighbor sticking rule, for simplicity, the new particle will stick

to the first site along its trajectory that has an occupied nearest neighbor,

see Fig. 1.2.
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The morphology of a BD system is shown in Fig. 1.3c. Qualitatively, the

aggregate is quite different to those previously listed. In particular, in this

case, the density of particles is lower. Quantitatively, the critical exponents

in one dimension computed by early numerical simulations are α = 0.47(2)

and β = 0.330(6) [19, 20].

As it is clear from the above discussion, these three models, which are

easy to simulate and with small differences between them, generate quite

different interfaces (see Fig. 1.3). This leads one to realize that small varia-

tions in the microscopic rules can yield noticeable differences in the kinetic

surface roughening behavior. We will see this in the following section, as

these three models belong to three different universality classes.

1.3.2 Continuum growth equations

In general, it is possible to associate stochastic growth equations with mi-

croscopic growth processes. This is of interest for the analytical study of

such growth models.

We will derive first a differential equation to describe the simplest model,

RD. Let h(x, t) be the interface height, where x denotes a position within

a d-dimensional substrate. The growth process may then be described by

∂h(x, t)

∂t
= F + η(x, t), (1.8)

with F being the average number of particles per unit time arriving at site x,

and η(x, t) being an uncorrelated space-time noise with mean and variance

⟨η(x, t)⟩ = 0,

⟨η(x, t)η(x′, t′)⟩ = 2Dδd(x− x′)δ(t− t′),
(1.9)

where D is a parameter which controls the noise amplitude. This noise

reflects the random fluctuations in the deposition process or, more generally,

the random time-dependent fluctuations at the interface.

The statistical properties described by Eq. (1.8) are those of an inter-

face growing through RD. This model can be solved exactly, both in its

discrete form or through its continuum equation, obtaining the same expo-

nent β = 1/2. This leads one to define the so-called RD universality class,

whose exponents are listed in Table 1.1.
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The second discrete model we have seen above is RDwR. It is easy to

derive the continuum growth equation which describes this model. Starting

from Eq. (1.8), and using symmetry principles, one may demonstrate that

an additional contribution of the form ν∇2h (in the simplest case) must be

added to account for surface relaxation [11]. One obtains then the Edwards-

Wilkinson (EW) equation:

∂h(x, t)

∂t
= v0 + ν∇2h+ η(x, t), (1.10)

where ν is called surface tension, since the Laplacian ν∇2h tends to smooth

the interface. The term v0 is the average growth velocity of the interface.

It is usually not shown, since it may be absorbed by the Galilean transfor-

mation h → h+ v0t.

The EW equation can be solved exactly, yielding the following critical

exponents for dimension d [11]:

α =
2− d

2
, β =

2− d

4
, z = 2. (1.11)

Thus, the discrete RDwR model and the continuous EW equation define

a universality class, different from RD, usually called Edwards-Wilkinson

universality class. The critical exponents of this universality class are col-

lected in Table 1.1 as well.

The EW equation is the simplest linear equation to study the growth

of interfaces by particle deposition. A modification of the EW equation

which incorporates nonlinear terms was first proposed by Kardar, Parisi,

and Zhang [21]. In Fig. 1.4a, an EW interface is shown. Note that this

equation allows only growth along the perpendicular direction of the sub-

strate, h-direction. It is reasonable to expect that the interface may also

grow along the local normal direction, as shown in Fig. 1.4b. As a first ap-

proximation, one assumes then that the interface evolves locally according

to the EW equation (coordinates δxloc, δhloc) but generating an increase δh

along the vertical axis (see Fig. 1.4c) [13]. Using simple trigonometric rules,

one obtains

δh = δhloc
√

1 + tan2 θ = v0δt
√

1 + (∇h)2. (1.12)

Assuming |∇h| ≪ 1, one may expand the time derivative of the front as

∂h(x, t)

∂t
= v0 +

v0
2
(∇h)2 + ... (1.13)
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(a) Sketch of an interface that

grows according to the EW equa-

tion. The interface always grows

along the vertical axis with veloc-

ity v0.

(b) Sketch of an interface that grows along

the local normal direction. The interface

grows isotropically, so that each local piece

of the interface advances in the direction nor-

mal to the interface.

(c) The local coordinates (growth normal to the in-

terface) are related to the growth along the vertical

direction.

Figure 1.4: Interfaces growing along a preferred axis (a) or growing locally in

the normal direction (b). Panel (c) shows how to define the local coordinates

for the interface (b).

Inserting the right-hand side contribution into the EW equation, and keep-

ing only the lowest-order nonlinear term, one obtains the so-called Kardar-

Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) equation:

∂h(x, t)

∂t
= v0 + ν∇2h+

λ

2
(∇h)2 + η(x, t). (1.14)

In Eq. (1.14), ν and λ are constants and η is a noise term obeying Eq. (1.9),

as in the previous equations. The velocity term v0 is usually omitted, as for

EW equation.

Since (∇h)2 is positive, the introduction of the new term results in

interface rising by adding material to it if λ > 0; if λ < 0, then material is
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locally removed from the interface instead. This contrasts with the effect

of the linear term, which tries to maintain the total mass unchanged by

reorganizing the interface height.

The KPZ equation has been solved exactly in one dimension, obtaining

the critical exponents β = 1/3, α = 1/2 and z = 3/2 [12, 13, 22]; scaling is

the same regardless of the sign of λ. The exponents computed numerically

for the BD model are thus in good agreement with those of KPZ equation.

Actually, from physical and symmetry principles, it is possible to demon-

strate that the stochastic growth equation that describes BD is the KPZ

equation, see Eq. (1.14) [11]. Consequently, the BD model and the KPZ

equation belong to the same universality class.

1.3.3 KPZ universality class

The KPZ universality class is of paramount importance in the field of sta-

tistical physics, and in particular in surface growth processes, due to the

frequency with which its universal behavior emerges in a wide variety of

different systems [13, 22].

The KPZ exponents, either analytical (for d = 1) or estimated numeri-

cally (for d > 1), fulfill the scaling relation

α+ z = 2, (1.15)

which is valid in any dimension. It has been deduced by RG methods, but

it can also be derived using scaling arguments (see Appendix A).

The determination of the exact exponents in any substrate dimension

d is one of the most important open issues in statistical physics. In spite

of the lack of analytical solutions, the critical exponents for d > 1 have

been numerically computed; particularly, the KPZ exponents for d = 1, 2, 3

are collected in Table 1.1. Through recent extensive simulations of dis-

crete growth models and real-space RG calculations, Oliveira computes in

Ref. [23] the exponent β up to d = 15 and conjectures the following equation

for this exponent:

βKPZ,d =
7

8d+ 13
. (1.16)

Knowing β one can derive from Eqs. (1.3) and (1.15) the remaining expo-

nents for this universality class. The critical exponents computed for d = 2
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and d = 3 are collected in Table 1.1, as well.

Table 1.1: Critical exponents for the three universality classes discussed in

Sec. 1.3. Asterisks indicate that the value of the corresponding exponent is

derived from other exponents.

RD β = 1/2 α not defined

EW β =
2− d

4
α =

2− d

2
z = 2

KPZ (d = 1) β = 1/3 α = 1/2 z = 3/2

KPZ (d = 2) β = 0.242(2) [23] α = 0.390(3)∗ z = 1.610(3)∗

KPZ (d = 3) β = 0.186(4) [23] α = 0.314(3)∗ z = 1.686(4)∗

Universality classes are not only determined by the values of the critical

exponents, but also by some other universal properties which likewise aid

to categorize systems into universality classes. For instance, the one-point

statistics of the field fluctuations is known to be another universal trait of the

KPZ universality class. The probability density function (PDF) of the front

fluctuations [rescaled by the roughness, see Eq. (3.7)] for one-dimensional

KPZ class is provided by the Tracy–Widom (TW) distribution [12, 22]. The

TW distribution arises in the context of random matrix theory [24], which

deals with fluctuation properties of eigenvalues of matrices whose entries are

random numbers. Among them, matrices of Gaussian random numbers con-

stitute the most fundamental ensembles of random matrices. The Gaussian

ensembles are families of normally distributed random matrices with distri-

butions invariant under different unitary transformations. They have been

well studied, partly because of their analytical properties, but also because

of the associated spectra, that closely approximate those of many systems

with large degrees of freedom. We can distinguish three ensembles: Gaus-

sian Unitary Ensemble (GUE) formed by real symmetric matrices; Gaussian

Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) of complex Hermitian matrices; and Gaussian
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Symplectic Ensemble (GSE) containing quaternion, self-dual Hermitian ma-

trices. The distributions of the largest eigenvalue of these ensembles were

explicitly obtained by Tracy and Widom [25, 26], and they were denoted as

χTW,β̃, corresponding to the three Gaussian ensembles: GOE (β̃ = 1), GUE

(β̃ = 2) and GSE (β̃ = 4). Hereinafter, we will refer to these distributions

as GOE-TW, GUE-TW, GSE-TW. This distinction is relevant, since the

one-point distribution of the height fluctuations for one-dimensional KPZ

universality class changes according to the global geometry of the interfaces,

i.e., whether the interface is flat or circular, or equivalently, depending on

the initial condition for infinite systems [13]. When the interface is flat, the

PDF of rescaled front fluctuations should be provided by the GOE-TW. By

contrast, circular interfaces are described by the GUE-TW.

Experiments with turbulent liquid-crystals have shown this geometry-

dependency [27]. These experiments study the convection of nematic liq-

uid crystals driven by an electric field applied between two parallel plates.

Depending on the applied voltage, regimes of turbulence appear, called dy-

namic scattering modes (DSM). There are two regimes: DSM2, composed

of topological defect lines, and DSM1 which is metastable. DSM2 nucleates

randomly and takes over the metastable DSM1 state through a random

growth process. Figure 1.5a shows two interfaces, one circular and one flat,

and one can distinguish the two regimes, the darker one being the one that

is spreading. Figure 1.5b shows the probability distribution of the rescaled

local height for the circular and the flat interfaces, which are the GUE and

GOE-TW distributions, respectively (there is a small horizontal translation

that shrinks as time elapses).

One of the other most studied quantities is the spatial covariance func-

tion, which we call the height covariance C1(r, t); we will define this function

in Sec. 3.1. Theoretical studies have shown that, in the asymptotic limit

(t ≫ 1), the covariance of the interface fluctuations for the one-dimensional

KPZ class is given exactly by the time correlation of the stochastic process

called Airy1 for flat interfaces [28, 29] and Airy2 for the curved ones [30, 31].

The correlation functions for the Airy processes have been estimated nu-

merically by Bornemann et al. [32, 33]. Figure 1.5c plots the correlation

functions of the Airy processes along with the experimental liquid-crystal

turbulence data obtained for circular and flat interfaces in Ref. [27]. Interest-

ingly, the 1D EW universality class shares this same feature [34]. Similarly,
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Figure 1.5: Kardar-Parisi-Zhang interfaces in liquid-crystal turbulence.

(a) Growing DSM2 cluster with a circular (top) and flat (bottom) interface.

(b) The blue and red solid symbols show the histograms for the circular in-

terfaces at t = 10 s and 30 s; the light blue and purple open symbols are for

the flat interfaces at t = 20 s and 60 s, respectively. The dashed and dotted

curves show the GUE and GOE-TW distributions, respectively. (c) Rescaled

correlation function. The symbols indicate the experimental data for the cir-

cular and flat interfaces, as explained in (b). The dashed and dashed-dotted

lines indicate the correlation function for the Airy2 and Airy1 processes, re-

spectively. See, for more details, Ref. [27].

the covariance of the 1D EW and KPZ equations with columnar noise has

been recently discovered to be identical, and provided in those cases by that

of the Larkin model of elastic interfaces in disordered media [35].

Universality for the two-dimensional KPZ universality class and its asso-
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ciated limit distributions (i.e., higher-dimensional analogs of GOE-TW and

GUE-TW) along with universal spatial correlation (analogs to covariance

of the Airy processes) have been well characterized too [36–38]. For d = 3

the KPZ radial class is studied in detail in [39].

1.3.3.1 Relation with other equations

The KPZ equation, as we have seen in Eq. (1.14), describes the temporal

change of a height field h(x, t) which one interprets as a growing inter-

face. However, by performing simple transformations one can go from this

equation to another that describe very different physical systems. Some

examples follow:

1. Stochastic Burgers’ equation for incompressible fluid flow.

From Eq. (1.14), let us define v = −∇h such that ∇× v = 0. Then,

one gets:

∂v

∂t
+ λv · ∇v = ν∇2v −∇η(x, t), (1.17)

which is the (stochastic) Burgers’ equation, a fundamental partial dif-

ferential equation that arises in fluid dynamics [40]. It describes the

behavior of a viscous fluid and it is often used to model phenomena

such as shock waves, turbulence, and wave propagation in fluids. In

this equation, v(x, t) represents the velocity field of the fluid as a

function of position x and time t, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of

the fluid. The first and second terms on the left-hand side represent

advection, which describes the transport of fluid velocity. The second

term implements non-linearity in the equation. The first term on the

right-hand side represents the diffusive term, accounting for the effects

of viscosity, while the noise term represents stochastic forcing. In the

limit ν → 0, this equation describes shock waves.

2. Diffusion with random sources and sinks.

From Eq. (1.14) and using the Cole-Hopf transformation

W (x, t) = exp
[
λ
2νh(x, t)

]
, we obtain a linear equation in W :

∂W

∂t
= ν∇2W +

(
λ

2ν
η(x, t)

)
W. (1.18)
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For λ = 0, one has a diffusion equation. Thus, one can understand the

additional term with parameter λ as a creation or destruction term,

depending on the sign of η. Moreover, Eq. (1.18) can alternatively be

interpreted as a Schrödinger equation in imaginary time with potential
λ
2ν η(x, t), which allows one to write its path integral version, as follows

W (x, t) =

∫ (x,t)

(0,0)
Dx(τ) exp

(
− 1

2ν

∫ t

0
dτ

[
1

2

(
dx

dτ

)2

− λη(x(τ), τ)

])
.

(1.19)

3. Sums over paths in random media.

Equation (1.19) can be also thought of as describing polymers or direct

paths evolve in the presence of a random potential η(x, τ), which is

the noise of the original differential KPZ equation. The first term

in the exponential of Eq. (1.19) is the bending energy, which ensures

that the polymer with minimum energy would be the straight one. In

addition, the temperature fluctuations are parameterized by 2ν, while

x(τ) parameterizes the path or polymer.

1.4 Models with a depinning transition

Previous sections focused on interfaces that grow and become rough due to

random time-dependent fluctuations, which stem from the random nature

of the deposition process. However, there is a class of interface phenomena

where there is no deposition, but an interface moves through an disordered

medium instead (it is also possible for both to occur simultaneously, al-

though this is not of interest to us in this section). As an example, let us

imagine an experiment involving a fluid interface that permeates a paper

towel. The inhomogeneities of the medium affect the interface velocity, as

different points in the medium resist the flow differently. This randomness

can be interpreted as a type of noise that remains constant over time, called

quenched noise. In our example, fluid pressure and capillarity propel the

fluid, but the inherent medium disorder slows it down. If the disorder pre-

vails, the interface becomes pinned. On the contrary, if the driving forces

overcome the disorder, the interface remains in motion. By changing the
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driving force, the transition from a pinned to a moving interface may be

achieved; this phenomenon is called depinning (or pinning-depinning) tran-

sition, and will be described below.

1.4.1 Depinning transition

Let F be a driving force acting on an interface in a porous medium, as

schematized in Fig. 1.6. The disorder acts as an inhomogeneous friction

force, pinning parts of the interface. Other parts are free to advance, and

they try to drive the neighboring parts of the interface into motion as well.

Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of an interface moving in a random

medium by the action of a driving force F . The circles are randomly dis-

tributed pinning centers.

We can distinguish three main regimes around the depinning transition

that takes place at a critical threshold force Fc [11]:

(i) Pinned phase For F < Fc, the average interface velocity is zero,

and the front gets pinned by the quenched randomness.

(ii) Critical moving phase Near the depinning transition, for F ≳ Fc,

the interface consists of pinned and unpinned regions. If the driven

forces are stronger than the pinning forces in a specific area, that part

suddenly moves forward. However, it eventually comes to a stop again

in another area with strongly pinning sites. As a result, the movement

of interface is gradual and steady but occasionally interrupted by sud-

den movements. The velocity takes the form

v ∼ (F − Fc)
θ, (1.20)
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where θ is the velocity exponent. Besides, if we denote by ξ∥ and ξ⊥

the correlation lengths corresponding to the characteristic length and

width of the pinned domains, respectively, they diverge at pinning as

ξ∥ ∼ (F − Fc)
−ν∥ , ξ⊥ ∼ (F − Fc)

−ν⊥ , (1.21)

with ν∥ and ν⊥ being the correlation length exponents in the parallel

and perpendicular directions of the interface, respectively. When the

pinned domains are homogeneously distributed, ν∥ = ν⊥.

(iii) Large velocity regime For very large driving forces, F ≫ Fc, the

interface effectively feels a rapidly fluctuating noise, so that the veloc-

ity of the interface is proportional to the driving force. In this regime,

the thermal fluctuations override the effect of quenched randomness,

and the growth may be described by the standard time-dependent

KPZ equation.

Thus, there are in principle five critical exponents characterizing the

interface at the depinning transition. The first three are the aforemen-

tioned velocity exponent θ, Eq. (1.20), and correlation exponents ν∥ and

ν⊥, Eq. (1.21). The remaining two are any two of the three exponents α, z,

and β defined in Sec. 1.2, which are related as z = α/β. However, two scal-

ing relations valid in the vicinity of the depinning transition can be derived,

that connect the exponents.

On the one side, the motion of the interface for F ≈ Fc is composed of

jumps of size w ∼ Lα, where L ∼ ξ∥ near the threshold. These jumps take

place over a time period t ∼ ξz∥ . Thus the velocity of the interface is

v ∼
ξα∥

ξz∥
∼ (F − Fc)

ν∥(z−α). (1.22)

By comparing Eq. (1.22) with Eq. (1.20) one gets the scaling relation

θ = (z − α)ν∥. (1.23)

On the other hand, the width of the interface is of the order of ξ⊥. In

this case, using Eq. (1.1), one may derive the following scaling relation for

the front width,

w ∼ ξ⊥ ∼ (F − Fc)
−ν⊥ ∼ ξ

ν⊥/ν∥
∥ ∼ Lν⊥/ν∥ = Lα, (1.24)
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from which one can compute the roughness exponent as

α = ν⊥/ν∥. (1.25)

The scaling relations Eq. (1.23) and Eq. (1.25) reduce the number of

independent exponents to three.

1.4.2 Quenched noise in stochastic growth equations

The EW and KPZ equations (see Eqs. (1.10) and (1.14), respectively) are

the most basic equations that describe how a driven interface moves. In both

cases, the noise is assumed to be time-dependent. When the medium is dis-

ordered, the quenched noise caused by the disorder can be more significant

than the thermal noise. In this case, one may modify both equations in or-

der to take into account the quenched noise term η(x, h), which replaces the

thermal noise term η(x, t). This results in the quenched Edwards-Wilkinson

(QEW) equation,

∂h(x, t)

∂t
= F + ν∇2h+ η(x, h), (1.26)

and the quenched Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (QKPZ) equation,

∂h(x, t)

∂t
= F + ν∇2h+

λ

2
(∇h)2 + η(x, h). (1.27)

In both cases, the noise η(x, h) has zero mean and correlations of the form

⟨η(x, h)⟩ = 0,

⟨η(x, h)η(x′, h′)⟩ = Nδd(x− x′)δ(h− h′),
(1.28)

that is, an uncorrelated quenched (time-independent) disorder with ampli-

tude N > 0.

The QEW and QKPZ equations describe the growth of an interface in

a disordered medium. In the original EW and KPZ equations it is assumed

that the disorder is annealed. This means that it fluctuates in the same time

scale of the growth of the interface. By contrast, the quenched equations

assume that the disorder is fixed in time and space, and it does not change

as the interface grows. This noise term is referred to as quenched, which

means that it is a random function of x that is fixed in time.
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These growth equations establish two main universality classes: QEW

and QKPZ [41]. Some models, including the random-field Ising model

(RFIM), are in the QEW universality class [11, 41]; the corresponding ex-

ponents related to the depinning transition are α = 1.25 and β = 0.871

[42]. Other models, including the directed percolation depinning (DPD)

model (see Sec. 2.6), are in the QKPZ universality class. In this case,

α = β = 0.63 are those of the QKPZ at the transition point, while in the

moving phase, F > Fc (see Sec. 1.4), the DPD model features still larger

exponents αmp = 0.75 and βmp = 0.74 [43]. Further discussion of the QKPZ

universality class (or QKPZ classes) is provided in Sec. 1.4.3.

The main symmetry properties of Eqs. (1.26) and (1.27) are very much

alike, and they often contend to describe physical interfaces that exhibit a

depinning transition. In this scenario, just like with time-dependent noise,

whether the nonlinear term λ
2 (∇h)2 is present or not is crucial in deter-

mining the interface scaling. Just as important is the value of λ, which in

QKPZ diverges close to the depinning transition as

λ ∼ (F − Fc)
−ϕ, (1.29)

where ϕ > 0. In order to obtain the velocity exponent θ and the exponent

ϕ we can impose an average tilt m to the interface and study the mean

velocity of the interface v as a function of m and the reduced force F − Fc

(see Appendix B).

1.4.3 Some properties of the quenched KPZ equation

At this point, we briefly review some key facts on the QKPZ equation,

Eq. (1.27) [44, 45]. This model has a very rich dynamical behavior since up

to three different universality classes are identified associated with it. First

of all, a pinning-depinning transition exists at a non-zero critical value of the

driving force F = Fc, such that the interface is pinned (the average velocity

is zero) for F ≤ Fc or moving (nonzero average velocity) for F > Fc.

1. At depinning (F = Fc) and for λ > 0, the QKPZ equation displays

the exponent values β = α ≃ 0.63 and z = 1 [46]. This is the case

commonly cited when referring to the universality class of QKPZ.
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2. For F ≫ Fc and λ > 0, the scaling exponents are those of the standard

KPZ universality class [46, 47]. This is to be expected, as discussed

in Sec. 1.4.

3. For λ < 0, Eq. (1.27) also describes a pinning transition, but for a very

different class, so-called negative QKPZ, of faceted interfaces [48–50].

For comparison, the scaling behavior of the KPZ equation (which we

can recover by replacing the disorder η(r, h) in Eq. (1.27) by similarly un-

correlated, time-dependent noise η(r, t)), depends neither on the value of F

nor on the sign of λ [11, 51]. These three different universality classes have

been fully elucidated recently in experiments of reactive fronts in disordered

media [50], which we describe in the next section.

1.5 Rough interfaces in nature

Although the focus of this work is theoretical, we would like to point out

that one of the important aspects of surface kinetic roughening is its con-

nection with real growing interfaces. Various examples in nature illustrate

the intricate dynamics associated with these interfaces. Consider a scenario

in which one of the phases is more stable than the other, hence taking over

the region of the metastable state. For example, when one phase is solid and

molecules are deposited sequentially on it, such as in thin film growth. Or

consider the intriguing notion of an aggregate of particles capable of repro-

duction, such as living cells. In each of these cases, the interface, or the edge

of the aggregate, will move in either direction, typically with fluctuations

growing in time [13]. These natural manifestations eloquently justify the

importance of exploring theoretical frameworks that can be applied to real-

world systems, bridging the gap between theory and practical applications.

We will discuss some examples in this section.

1. Growth dynamics of cancer cell colonies.

Hurgo et al. [52] studied the two-dimensional growth dynamics of HeLa

cervix cancer cell colonies. The colonies spread linearly and radially

in two dimensions, so that the fronts are one-dimensional. Figure 1.7

shows the evolution of a cell colony spreading linearly because of cell
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division. The front moves along the normal direction and fluctuations

begin to emerge because of the stochastic nature of cell behavior. The

snapshots also display the increase of the front roughness over time.

The analysis of the roughness of these colony fronts yields the critical

exponents α = 0.50(5), β = 0.32(4), and z = 1.5(2). These scaling

exponents are consistent with those of the 1D KPZ universality class.

Figure 1.7: Front evolution of cancer cell colonies [52].

2. Kinetic roughening of paper burning front.

Propagation of a burning front in paper was first studied by Zhang et

al. [53] (see Fig. 1.8a). They designed an experiment where a sheet of

paper is burnt uniformly using slow combustion, i.e. flameless fire, and

the fluctuation of the propagating front was consistent with a roughening

exponent α ≈ 0.70. Nearly ten years later, Myllys et al. [54] carried out

an extensive study on the dynamics of these fronts, using different types
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of paper. The time evolution of these fronts are shown in Fig. 1.8b. Their

results show a crossover in the data from short-time behavior (higher

apparent exponents) to asymptotic long-time regime, where the scaling

properties are well described by the 1D KPZ universality class as well.

(a) Burning paper; the fire was spread

from the bottom up [53].

(b) Digitized fronts of burning paper with a

time interval between them of 10 s [54].

Figure 1.8: Slow combustion of a paper.

3. Surface growth dynamics of nanofilms.

In Ref. [55], Orrillo et al. studied the surface growth dynamics of NiW

alloy substrates obtained by electrochemical deposition. This deposition

technique is characterized by a growth dynamics resulting from the com-

petition between the diffusive transport of metal ions through the elec-

trolyte to reach the film surface and the kinetics of their final attachment.

There are many other techniques that also result in kinetically rough sur-

faces; for instance, those inducing epitaxial growth [56, 57]. Figure 1.9a

displays a characteristic cross-image of NiW film electrodeposited on pol-

ished steel substrate for 60 minutes. The surface morphologies (top view)

of NiW films for different times are shown in Fig. 1.9b. Using the scaling

concepts of kinetic roughening, the authors concluded that the observed

long-time scaling behavior was consistent with the 2D KPZ universality

class. In particular, they measured β = 0.20(5) after 10 minutes [55].
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(a) Cross-section image of NiW film elec-

trodeposited on steel substrate for 60 min.

Inset: Magnified image. Image from

Ref. [55].

(b) Surface morphologies of NiW films electrodeposited for times as indicated in each

case [55]. The color range indicates the relative height difference between points in

the same image. Images from Ref. [55].

Figure 1.9: Deposition of nanostructured NiW alloy films by electrodeposi-

tion.

4. Chemical reaction front in disordered media.

Another very interesting work is Ref. [50], where Atis et al. studied the

propagation of a chemical reaction front in a disordered medium. They

controlled an external flow and observed up to three different universality

classes varying the mean flow velocity. The experiment was made with an

autocatalytic reaction resulting in a front separating the reacted phase

from the unreacted phase. The disordered medium was generated with
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a mixture of glass beads packed inside a rectangular cell.

In the absence of flow, the reaction fronts are uniformly moving through

the glass beads with a smooth front shape (see Fig. 1.10a) and with a

constant velocity Vχ = 11.2 µm/s. The control parameter is defined as

F = (Ū + Vχ)/Vχ + 0.38, where Ū is the mean flow velocity. The front

exhibits distinct scaling behavior depending on F :

• For |F | > 2.5, which corresponds to Ū > 12.5 and

Ū < −43.4 µm/s, the front propagates in the same direction as

the mean flow (even if the chemical reaction velocity is oriented

in the opposite direction) with a velocity proportional of F (see

Fig. 1.10b). The front, of either orientation, exhibits scale-invariant

fluctuations with statistical properties in agreement with the 1D

KPZ universality class.

• For F < 2.5, some regions of the front pin to the inhomogeneties

of the medium. When the opposite flow is amplified, the pinned

portions become larger. At Fc+ ≈ 0.56 (Ū ≈ −14.896), the front

eventually stops and remains static. The scaling exponents in this

configuration are consistent with those of the positive 1D QKPZ

universality class. The front undergoes a depinning transition for

F → Fc+ . Below Fc+ , the transient front propagation becomes very

short-lived; for F ≈ 0, the front is static almost instantaneously.

• For −2.22 ≲ F ≲ 0, the front quickly becomes static after a tran-

sient propagation and displays a particular sawtooth pattern (see

Fig. 1.10d). The receding fronts are consistent with the negative

1D QKPZ universality class. Another depinning transition occurs

at Fc− ≈ −2.22, below which the triangular shapes become unstable

and the front goes back to the moving phase.

This system, which combines chemical wave propagation with disor-

dered flow in a porous medium, exhibits self-affine structures that dis-

play scaling exponents consistent with either the KPZ or QKPZ classes

(see Sec. 1.4.3). Notably, by adjusting a single parameter, this system

transitions through three universality classes, making it an exceptionally

comprehensive example for studying growth phenomena.
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(a) Reaction front in the absence of

flow, F ≃ 1.38. The front is moving

from the bottom to the top.

(b) Upward propagating reaction

front at large flow rate, F ≃ 3.16. In

this configuration, both the chemical

reaction wave and the flow velocity are

towards the top.

(c) Upward propagating reaction front

at F ≃ 0.58. In this configuration, the

chemical wave velocity is oriented to-

wards the top and the mean flow ve-

locity towards the bottom.

(d) Downward propagating reaction

front at F ≃ −1.25. In this config-

uration the chemical wave velocity is

oriented towards the top and the mean

flow velocity towards the bottom.

Figure 1.10: Reaction front propagation for several F . The images are

captures of the movies included in the supplemental material of Ref. [50].

In conclusion, the formation of self-affine structures in these different

examples raises the important question of universality in out-of-equilibrium

phenomena.
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Directed Percolation

The word percolation refers to the movement and filtering of fluids through

porous materials. For instance, in coffee percolation, soluble compounds

leave the coffee grounds and join the water to form the liquid coffee that

one drinks. Many percolation models have been described in the literature

[58–60]. From the viewpoint of this thesis, we are interested in Directed

percolation (DP) models. These restrict the flow of the agent along a given

direction, for example, due to the effect of gravity [61, 62].

2.1 Lattice model and scaling behavior

Simple models for percolation in a lattice are represented by pores of the

filter (sites of the lattice) and channels between neighboring pores (bonds

of the lattice that connect adjacent sites). The permeability of the filter is

determined by the percolation probability p, which controls the connectivity

of the channels. Figure 2.1a shows an example of a lattice with bonds and

channels, these channels being open (solid lines) or closed (dashed lines)

independently with a random probability p. Varying the probability p one

finds that there is a phase transition, the so-called percolation transition,

from a macroscopically permeable phase to an impermeable one. This tran-

sition is continuous and takes place at a critical threshold pc.

If the percolation is isotropic, or undirected, the fluid may pass through

open channels in any direction. On the contrary, in DP, flow is restricted
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(a) Scheme of bond percolation lattice.

Channels are open (solid lines) or closed

(dashed lines) independently with a prob-

ability p.

  

(b) Scheme of bond directed percolation,

starting with a single wet site at the origin.

Figure 2.1: Schemes of bond directed percolation.

to a preferred direction in space (see Fig. 2.1b). Both models exhibit a per-

colation transition, but the corresponding critical thresholds and universal

properties are markedly different. Hereafter, we will focus on DP, which

represents one of the simplest and most important universality classes.

DP may be converted into a stochastic process by interpreting the pre-

ferred direction as a temporal coordinate [61]. For example, in Fig. 2.1b,

one may enumerate horizontal rows by a temporal index t. Knowing the

configuration of wet sites at time t one may compute the next configuration

at time t+ 1 using simple probabilistic rules. If one interprets wet sites as

particles and dry sites as vacancies, these rules are the same as those of a

reaction-diffusion process:

(i) Death: if both channels to the nearest neighbors at time t + 1 are

blocked, the particle disappears by a death process, A → ∅.

(ii) Diffusion: if only one channel is open, the particle diffuses to such a

position, A → A.

(iii) Offspring : if both channels are open the particle duplicates itself,

creating an offspring, A → 2A.
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p = 0.5 p = 0.6447 p = 0.8

t

x
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Figure 2.2: DP clusters grown from a single particle for different percolation

probabilities p.

(iv) Coalescence: if two particles happen to reach the same site, they merge

to a single one by a coalescence process, 2A → A.

Therefore, the DP can be interpreted as a reaction-diffusion process and,

in general, any stochastic particle process that follows these rules belongs

to the universality class of DP.

It is straightforward to simulate such a system. Representative results of

the generated clusters for various percolation probabilities are shown in Fig.

2.2. For p < pc, all generated clusters remain finite in size. On the contrary,

for p > pc, some clusters (but not all) extend infinitely throughout the

entire system. These two cases are clearly separated by a transition point

at pc = 0.6447 [63]. At this critical point, clusters of all sizes are produced,

with large-scale properties that are universal, i.e. independent of the specific

microscopic details of the model under consideration.

The phase transition shown on DP is also called an absorbing phase

transition. Indeed, there is a transition from an active to an inactive phase,

which is an absorbing state because these configurations can be reached

by the dynamics but cannot be left. This type of transition occurs, for

example, in models of the spread of an infectious disease. In these models,

the lattice sites are considered as individuals that can be healthy or infected.

In the active phase, infected individuals can either recover or infect their

nearest neighbors. Depending on the infection rate, the spreading process

may either survive or evolve into an absorbing state where the infection is

completely eliminated (inactive state) [60].
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Absorbing phase transitions are characterized by at least the indepen-

dent critical exponents βρ, ν⊥ and ν∥, which will be defined below. In

particular, the exponent βρ describes the scaling of the density of particles

in the active phase

ρ ∼ (p− pc)
βρ , (2.1)

where p is the percolation probability. This exponent βρ should not be

confused with the growth exponent β ≡ βw defined in Eq. (1.1). βρ is

defined instead as the exponent that characterizes the power-law growth of

the order parameter near the critical probability. It is analogous to that

of the Ising model transition, where the magnetization, m, near the critical

point (Curie temperature, Tc) scales as m ∼ (T − Tc)
βm .

Conversely, exponents ν⊥ and ν∥ describe the scaling of the two corre-

lation lengths that characterize the transition in DP: the one measured in

the direction where the percolation is directed ξt ≡ ξ∥, and the one which is

measured in the perpendicular direction ξx ≡ ξ⊥ (see Fig 2.1b: t is the di-

rection parallel to the percolation and x the perpendicular direction). They

both diverge close to criticality as

ξ∥ ∼ (p− pc)
−ν∥ , ξ⊥ ∼ (p− pc)

−ν⊥ , (2.2)

where the exponents ν∥ and ν⊥ are generally different (i.e., there is not

symmetry between space and time). These magnitudes also evolve over

time. Starting with a fully occupied lattice, the density decays with time

at the transition p = pc as

ρ(t) ∼ t−αρ . (2.3)

Using Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) it follows that

αρ = βρ/ν∥. (2.4)

As before, αρ is not to be confused with the roughness exponent α ≡ αw of

Eq. (1.1). The x-correlation length grows with time as

ξ⊥ ∼ t1/z, (2.5)

where z is the dynamic exponent, as defined in Eq. (1.4). Using Eqs. (2.2)

and (2.5),

ξ⊥ ∼ (p− pc)
−ν⊥ ∼ ξ

ν⊥/ν∥
∥ ∼ t1/z, (2.6)
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from which the exponent z that characterizes DP fulfills the scaling relation

z =
ν∥

ν⊥
. (2.7)

As for kinetic roughening, z quantifies the power-law increase of the cor-

relation length; in this case, it is the x-correlation length ξ⊥. When the

correlation length ξ⊥ becomes comparable with the lateral size of the sys-

tem, these asymptotic power laws break down if the system reaches the

absorbing state. If L is the lateral size of the system, the absorbing state is

reached at a characteristic time tf that scales as

tf ∼ Lz; (2.8)

analogous to Eq. (1.2) discussed in Sec. 1.2.

2.2 DP conjecture

The DP conjecture, that was formulated by Janssen and Grassberger [64,

65], states that a particular model typically falls into DP universality if it

satisfies the following conditions:

• The model displays an absorbing phase transition.

• The order parameter of the transition is a non-negative scalar.

• The dynamic rules are short-ranged.

• The system lacks any exceptional characteristic, like unconventional

symmetries, conservation laws, or quenched randomness.

The universality class of DP is highly resilient: not only there have not

been any counterexamples discovered so far for this hypothesis [66, 67], but

there are even specific models that, not fulfilling some of these conditions,

still belong to this universality class.

2.3 Mean-field approximation

Through the interpretation of DP as a stochastic particle processes, a simple

mean-field (MF) approximation can be performed in terms of the mean
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particle density as [61]

∂ρ(t)

∂t
= µpρ(t)− µdρ(t)− µcρ(t)

2, (2.9)

where µp is the rate for offspring production (which corresponds to a linear

term for particle gain), µd is the rate for particle death (which corresponds

to a linear term for particle loss), and µc is the rate for coalescence (which

corresponds to a quadratic loss term).

Defining

τ = µp − µd, (2.10)

which, as we will see below, plays the role of a control parameter, the

solution of the mean-field equation in the asymptotic limit of large t is [61]

ρ(t) ∼





−τ

(
µc −

τ

ρ0

)−1

eτt −−−→
t→∞

0 if τ < 0,

(
ρ−1
0 + µct

)−1 −−−→
t→∞

0 if τ = 0,

τ

µc
+

τ

µ2
c

(
µc −

τ

ρ0

)
e−τt −−−→

t→∞

τ

µc
if τ > 0,

(2.11)

where ρ0 denotes the density at t = 0. The solution ρ = 0 corresponds to the

absorbing state, while for τ > 0 the solution approaches also a steady-state

but with non-vanishing stationary density of active sites ρ = τ/µc. The

transition takes places at τ = τc = 0, where one obtains an algebraic decay.

Comparing these results with Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3), and using αρ = βρ/ν∥
one gets

βρ,MF = 1,

αρ,MF = 1,

ν∥,MF = 1.

(2.12)

To derive the third critical independent exponent, one cannot neglect the

spatial dependence. Therefore, a diffusion term in the mean field equation

must be included, representing the diffusion motion to which the particles

are subjected:

∂ρ(t,x)

∂t
= τρ(t,x)− µcρ(t,x)

2 +D∇2ρ(t,x), (2.13)
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where D is the diffusion constant. Inserting the scaling Ansatz

ρ(t,x) = (µct)
−1f(x/t1/z), one obtains a consistent solution only if zMF = 2

[61]. Therefore,

ν⊥,MF = 1/2. (2.14)

2.4 Phenomenological Langevin equation

In order to go beyond mean-field, we need to introduce fluctuations, so we

end up with the the phenomenological Langevin equation which reads as

[64]:

∂ρ(t,x)

∂t
= τρ(t,x)− µcρ(t,x)

2 +D∇2ρ(t,x) + η(t,x). (2.15)

The noise η(t,x) accounts for fluctuation effects on a coarse-grained level.

It is a density-dependent Gaussian noise with correlations

⟨η(t,x)⟩ = 0,

⟨η(t,x)η(t′,x′)⟩ = κρ(t,x)δ(t− t′)δd(x− x′),
(2.16)

where κ controls the noise amplitude.

Using dimensional analysis, it can be demonstrated from the Langevin

equation that the upper critical dimension for DP is dc = 4. For d > 4 the

noise can be neglected, and the mean-field exponents are accurate; in these

cases, the diffusive mixing is strong enough to suppress correlations. Below

dc, on the contrary, fluctuations become significant, and the exponents need

to be determined through a RG calculation or via numerical simulations.

Table 2.1 summarizes the values of the estimated critical exponents for

d < dc and the mean-field ones for DP.

2.5 Contact process

The contact process (CP) is a well-studied lattice model that belongs to the

universality class of DP. The CP was originally introduced by Harris [73]

as a model for epidemic spreading. It studies the dynamics of spreading

processes in systems with active and inactive states.
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Table 2.1: Critical exponents for the DP universality class [61]. There

are only three independent exponents, the relations between them being

αρ = βρ/ν∥ and z = ν∥/ν⊥ The numbers in brackets give the estimated un-

certainty in the last digit(s).

d = 1 [68, 69] d = 2 [70, 71] d = 3 [72] MF

βρ 0.276486(8) 0.583(3) 0.813(9) 1

ν⊥ 1.096854(4) 0.733(8) 0.584(5) 1/2

ν∥ 1.733847(6) 1.295(6) 1.110(10) 1

αρ 0.159464(6) 0.4505(10) 0.732(4) 1

z 1.580745(10) 1.7660(16) 1.901(5) 2

The model is composed of a lattice in which each site can be in either

an active state [si(t) = 1] or in an inactive state [si(t) = 0] [61, 62, 74]. The

active sites have the ability to activate neighboring inactive sites, leading

to a cascading effect of activation. The dynamic is characterized by two

key parameters: the infection rate and the recovery rate. The infection rate

represents the probability of an active site infecting an adjacent inactive site,

while the recovery rate represents the probability of an active site returning

to the inactive state.

The absorption transition occurs when the infection rate exceeds a crit-

ical value. Below the critical threshold of the infection rate, the system

reaches a steady state where all sites become inactive, and the activity

completely dies out; this is the absorbing state. As the infection rate in-

creases and surpasses the critical threshold, a phase transition takes place.

The system undergoes an abrupt change and starts exhibiting a persistent

active state.

In the standard CP, the transitions rates, T , are

T [0 → 1] =
λn

2d
, T [1 → 0] = 1, (2.17)

where n is the number of active neighbors, d is the dimension of the lattice,

and λ is the parameter that controls the infection rate; it plays the same

role as the percolation probability in bond DP [61]. The critical value λc

depends on the dimension d and is listed in Table 2.2.
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There are a number of ways of implementing the CP in a simulation al-

gorithm, all equivalent in terms of scaling behavior. A widely used practice

is to maintain a list of all infected locations. Each time step involves select-

ing an active node at random from the list, and selecting either creation,

with probability p = λ/(1 + λ) or annihilation, with probability 1 − p. In

the case of annihilation, the selected node becomes inactive. In the case of

creation, a randomly nearest neighbor of the active node is chosen and, if it

is inactive, then it becomes active. The time increment ∆t associated with

an event is 1/Np, where Np is the number of active nodes.

The relation between p and λ is derived as follows. Since the parameter

λ corresponds to the number of infections per unit time, p = λ∆t is the

probability of infection within a time interval ∆t. In the same way, since

annihilation of particles occurs at unitary rate, the probability to remove

a particle is ∆t. This means that the transitions of Eq. (2.17) are carried

out with the probabilities T [0 → 1]∆t and T [1 → 0]∆t, respectively. Ap-

plying the normalization condition, we obtain that ∆t = 1 − p. Therefore,

p = λ/(1 + λ) [75, 76].

Table 2.2: Critical points λc of the contact process on a hypercubic lattice

in d dimensions [72, 77, 78].

d = 1 d = 2 d = 3

λc 3.297848(22) 1.64877(3) 1.31686(1)

2.6 Directed Percolation Depinning

The depinning transition allows one to establish a connection between

growth processes and DP. The directed percolation depinning model [11, 44,

46, 47], which explains, for example, fluid motion in a disordered medium,

exemplifies the depinning transition in the QKPZ universality class. As we

will see below, this depinning transition is related to an underlying DP pro-

cess oriented perpendicular to the direction of interface growth; the front

motion is arrested by the emergence of a directed percolation cluster of

quenched disorder.
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Let us imagine a fluid trying to advance through a disordered medium.

This system may be discretized into a lattice with a fraction p of blocked

cells, representing the quenched disorder. The blocked cells act as obstacles

to the advance of the fluid, which is free to move forward on unblocked

cells. At time t = 0, the interface is a horizontal line at the bottom of the

lattice. Each time step, an unblocked cell is chosen randomly from among

the nearest neighbors of the interface. This cell is now wet, and the interface

advances to this position. The process is then repeated iteratively. When

an unblocked cell is chosen to make it wet, any cell below it in the same

column becomes then wet too, even if it was blocked. A schematic of this

process can be seen in Fig. 2.3.

  

x

x x

Figure 2.3: Evolution of a DPD model interface, which is shown by a black

line. The wet cells are blue and the green circles are obstacles to the growth

of the interface (blocked cells). The cross denote the unblocked cell chosen in

each step to advance.

For p below a critical value pc, the interface propagates without stopping,

while for p > pc the interface is pinned by the blocked cells. In Fig. 2.4 one

may appreciate a pinned interface, where the fluid has flowed until it reaches

a connected cluster of blocked cells. Such a directed path is actually a path

on a directed percolation cluster, hence the DP process occurs perpendicular

to the direction along which the interface is growing.

Two correlation lengths characterize the transition, one parallel to the

interface ξ∥ (measuring the average length) and one perpendicular to it ξ⊥

(measuring the width). Near pc, they both diverge as seen in Eq. (1.21) in

the context of depinning transition, or as seen in Eq. (2.2) in the context

of percolation transition. The role of ξ∥ to the interface in the context of

depinning transition is that of ξ∥ to the directed direction in the context of

DP.
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Figure 2.4: DPD pinned interface. The cluster of blocked cells that blocks

the interface is indicated by a green line.

From numerical calculations, the correlation exponents values are known

to be ν∥ = 1.733 and ν⊥ = 1.097 [79, 80], according to the critical exponent

of DP (see Table 2.1). The roughness exponent α can be computed from

these exponents, using Eq. (1.25); its value is α = 0.633(1) [79, 80], in

accordance with the QKPZ universality class at the depinning transition.

As for the critical probability, its value is pc = 0.470 [43, 80], consistent

with DP calculations.

Knowing that ξ∥ > ξ⊥, the correlation lengths fulfill ξ∥ ≫ ξ⊥. For this,

the jump between two pinned clusters where the interface is pinning takes a

time t ∼ ξ∥. Comparing with Eq. (1.4), it follows that the dynamic exponent

is z = 1. This exponent, consistent with QKPZ class, differs from that of DP

and Eq. (2.7) is not fulfilled. Recall that, in DP [see Eq. (2.5)], the exponent

z quantifies the power-law increase of the correlation length perpendicular

to the directed direction; here, we are interested in the exponent z that

scales with the correlation length parallel to the growing interface.

To estimate the interface velocity one may assume that it advances ver-

tically a distance equal to the width of the blocking directed path, which is

of the order of ξ⊥. Thus, assuming t ∼ ξ∥ the velocity scales as

v ∼ ξ⊥/ξ∥ ∼ |p− pc|ν∥−ν⊥ , (2.18)

so that, using Eq. (1.20), the velocity exponent is

θ = ν∥ − ν⊥, (2.19)
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whose value is θ = 0.636 [79, 80]. In order to clarify ideas, all the DPD

exponents have been summarized in Table 2.3, where the relations between

them have also been pointed out.

The interest of the DPD model lies in the fact that it illustrates the

depinning transition in the QKPZ universality class, while at the same time

it can also be related to the universality class of DP. Indeed, DPD can be

described by the QKPZ equation for F ∼ Fc, i.e., near the critical point.

For F ≫ Fc, the interface grows proportionally to F , in such a fast way

that the thermal noise becomes relevant again over the quenched noise. In

this case, the growth of the interface becomes characterized by the time-

independent KPZ universality class.

Table 2.3: Critical exponents of the DPD model and the QKPZ universality

class at the depinning transition, for d = 1. The exponents β, α, and z are

those defined in Sec. 1.2 in the context of kinetically rough interfaces, and are

related by Eq. (1.3). The exponents θ, ν∥, and ν⊥ are defined in Sec. 1.4 in

the context of depinning transitions, and verify Eqs. (1.23) and (1.25). The

transition in standard DP is also characterize by two correlation exponents,

ν∥ and ν⊥ [see Eq. (2.2)], which are consistent with the values of DPD; note

that Eq. (2.7) is not fulfilled. Moreover, in this section, we have demonstrated

that in DPD the velocity exponents obeys Eq. (2.19).

β[46] α[46] z[46] ν∥[79, 80] ν⊥[79, 80] θ[79, 80]

0.63 0.63 1 1.733 1.097 0.636

2.7 DP in nature

The DP universality class has been extensively studied in both theory and

simulations over the past 30 years [60]. It has been firmly established that

the vast majority of absorbing phase transitions exhibit the same critical

behavior, aligning with the characteristics of DP. This outcome is not sur-

prising, considering that DP represents the simplest scenario where a single

effective absorbing state exists without any additional symmetry or conser-

vation laws.

Despite this, it has been challenging and time-consuming to find ex-
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perimental evidences of DP criticality. As stated in Ref. [81], the main

difficulties arise from the need to eliminate long-range interactions, handle

macroscopic systems to control quenched disorder, and observe them on suf-

ficiently long scales to accurately measure critical behavior. In this section

we will have a look at some of the work that has overcome these challenges,

being able to connect DP theory with experimental observations [81–84].

Lemoult et al. [84] characterized the transition that gives rise to turbu-

lence in basic shear flow, specifically in a Couette flow. The authors use a

combination of experimental and numerical simulation methods to investi-

gate the critical behavior and concluded that it undergoes a second-order

transition that falls into the DP class for d = 1.

In fact, the spreading of turbulence in shear flows can be described as

a contact process: turbulence cannot arise spontaneously due to the linear

stability of the laminar state, but can only be generated by interactions with

pre-existing turbulent domains. The laminar state in Couette flow qualifies

as the absorbing state. Analogous to the probability of percolation, the

transition to sustained turbulence is governed by a single parameter, in this

case the Reynold number.

The experiment was conducted in a circular Couette geometry, where a

fluid is contained between two concentric cylinders. This setup offers the

advantage of periodic boundary conditions in the streamwise (azimuthal)

direction, allowing for unlimited observation times compared to pipes and

channels. To capture the critical behavior, the measurements require large

aspect ratios, as the relevant length scales are expected to diverge at the

critical point. To ensure a constant Reynolds number over the long ob-

servation times, viscosity changes of the working fluid were minimized by

controlling its temperature. This was achieved by circulating fluid of con-

stant temperature around the outside of the outer cylinder and on the inside

of the inner cylinder.

Images for Couette flow experiments below, at and above the critical

point, are shown in Fig. 2.5. Below the critical point turbulence disappears

after sufficiently long times. At the critical point turbulence survives, but

only occupies a small fraction of the domain. Sufficiently far above the crit-

ical Reynolds number turbulent patches occupy most of the flow domains.

The turbulent fraction plays the role of the order parameter.
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Figure 2.5: Space-time plots for Couette flow below, at and above the critical

point. Laminar regions are shown in yellow and turbulent regions are shown

in blue. From [84].

The critical exponents measured in the experiments were βρ = 0.25(4),

ν⊥ = 1.00(21) and ν∥ = 1.75(29), in good agreement with the critical expo-

nent of DP shown in Table 2.1 for d = 1.

Alternatively, Takeuchi et al. [81, 83] studied the critical behavior of

a phase transition between two topologically different turbulent states in

nematic liquid crystals, yielding a complete set of static critical exponents

in full agreement with those of the DP class in d = 2 dimensions.

They worked within electrohydrodynamic convection regimes, which oc-

cur when a thin layer of nematic liquid crystal is subjected to a sufficiently

strong external voltage. By varying the voltage V , two topologically differ-

ent turbulent states, called dynamic scattering modes 1 and 2 (DSM1 and

DSM2) were observed. The difference between them is the density of topo-
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logical defects; in DSM1 the density remains very low and in DSM2 these

defects are considerable and lead to a lower light tramittance. We have

already mentioned experiments with turbulent liquid crystal in Sec. 1.3.3.

Specifically, they studied the transition between these two states and

considered it an absorbing phase transition, wherein DSM1 acts as the ab-

sorbing state. Above the threshold Vc, which signifies the onset of DSM2,

patches of DSM2 dynamically move within a background of DSM1 (see

Fig 2.6). The order parameter is defined as the ratio of the surface area

occupied by active (DSM2) regions to the total area.

Figure 2.6: Screenshot of Movie S1 [81] at V > Vc. Active (DSM2) regions

appear darker than the absorbing DSM1 background.

Table II in [83] collects the critical exponent that characterize the critical

behavior of the DSM1-DSM2 transition. To summarize some of these re-

sults, they estimated βρ = 0.59(4) and αρ = 0.48(5). All reported measured

exponent values agree within one percent with those of the DP universality

class for d = 2 (see Table 2.1).





Chapter 3

Methodology

In this chapter, we outline the methodology systematically used in the sub-

sequent chapters. The observables represent the measurements computed

in every system introduced throughout this thesis. Regarding all com-

puted quantities, we estimated the associated uncertainties via the jackknife

method, as explained below.

3.1 Observables

The main step in surface growth studies is to establish a correspondence

between a given particle model and the corresponding interface dynamics.

In some cases, as we will see in Chapters 4 and 5, such a correspondence

arises trivially, as one observes the particles growing in some direction and

thus establishes the interface as the separation between an occupied and an

empty phase. In other cases, the interface is not related to the motion of

the particles, but represents other quantities. For example, in Chapter 6,

the “heights” that define the interface are the activities of particles.

In all cases, the interface or front position is defined by a set of local

heights h(i, t), where i denotes the substrate positions at which the front

is measured. If the system is growing in a lattice, the number of positions

equals the sites of the lattice. If the system is off-lattice, columns of a certain

width are defined to discretize the system. Once the local heights have been

established, all the magnitudes of the front under study are derived from it.
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Given the aforementioned set of heights, the front position is simply

defined as the mean height, that is, the average of the local heights h(x, t):

h̄(t) =
1

Ld

∑

x

h(x, t), (3.1)

where L denotes the lateral length of the substrate and d is the system

dimension. If the system shape is not square, one has to take into account

the size in each direction: Lx, Ly, ...

The front width, or roughness, w(L, t), is defined as the standard devi-

ation of the front values,

w2(L, t) =
〈
[h(x, t)− h̄(t)]2

〉
. (3.2)

Throughout this thesis, the difference between symbols must be noted.

The overline symbol (· · · ) for a given observable, denotes its space average.

The angle brackets ⟨· · · ⟩ denotes instead average over different realizations

of the noise (or, interchangeably initial configurations, or simply runs).

The typical time evolution of w(L, t) has been detailed in Sec. 1.2, specif-

ically in Eq. (1.1). Under these conditions (the simplest ones), the roughness

w(L, t) satisfies the so-called Family-Vicsek (FV) scaling law [11, 51]

w(L, t) = tβf (t/Lz) , (3.3)

where β and z are the growth and dynamic exponents, respectively. In

Eq. (3.3) the scaling function has two asymptotic limits. For t ≪ Lz one

has f(y) ∼ const; thus, in such a limit

w(L, t) ∼ tβ. (3.4)

On the other hand, for t ≫ Lz, it is f(y) ∼ y−β, so that w = const ≡ wsat,

with wsat being a saturation value which scales with the lateral size of the

system as

wsat(L) ∼ Lα, (3.5)

where α is the roughness exponent. Recall that α, β, and z are related by

α = βz [Eq. (1.3)]. Also, the short- and long-time behaviors can equivalently

be cast in terms of a lateral correlation length ξ(t), as discussed in Sec. 1.2,

defined as

ξ(t) ∼ t1/z, (3.6)
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in such way that ξ(t) ≪ L (≫ L) for short (long) times.

The rescaled front fluctuations χ(x, t), computed around the mean and

normalized by the roughness, are defined as

χ(x, t) =
h(x, t)− h̄(t)

tβ
. (3.7)

From this, we define the skewness s and the kurtosis k as functions of the

local height fluctuation δh = h(x, t)− h̄(t), namely, s = ⟨δh3⟩c/⟨δh2⟩3/2c and

k = ⟨δh4⟩c/⟨δh2⟩2c , where ⟨· · · ⟩c denotes the cumulant average.

The study of these fluctuations is relevant in this context since the PDF

of the height fluctuations is known to be another universal trait. For in-

stance, in one-dimensional KPZ universality class it is provided by either

the GOE-TW or the GUE-TW distributions, as discussed in Sec. 1.3.3.

As in equilibrium critical dynamics [10], for kinetic roughening systems

scaling behavior reflects into the behavior of correlation functions. Two ad-

ditional space correlation functions will be considered to describe the spatio-

temporal evolution of the front, namely, the height covariance C1(r, t),

C1(r, t) =
1

Ld

∑

x

⟨h(x+ r, t)h(x, t)⟩ − ⟨h̄(t)⟩2 (3.8)

and the height-difference correlation function C2(r, t),

C2(r, t) =
1

Ld

∑

x

〈
[h(x+ r, t)− h(x, t)]2

〉

= 2⟨h(t)2⟩ − 2

L

∑

x

⟨h(r + x, t)h(x, t)⟩.
(3.9)

For d > 1, we have computed these correlations for r varying in the x-

direction only and averaging in the remaining d − 1 directions. Note that

the three observables defined in this section are mathematically related.

Indeed, under the assumption of rotational invariance, so that dependence

on r is only through r = |r|, one has that C2(r, t) = 2[w2(t)−C1(r, t)] [51].

The study of the height covariance correlation function C1(r, t) allows

one to provide a further characterization of the two-point front statistics.

As discussed in Sec. 1.3.3, the height covariance in KPZ universality class

is expected to behave as a universal property of front fluctuations. For one-

dimensional KPZ interfaces, it is expected to converge to the Airy process
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covariance,

C1(r, t) = a1 t
2βAi

(
a2r/t

1/z
)
, (3.10)

where Ai(u) denotes the covariance of the Airyi process, with i = 1 for flat

interfaces and i = 2 for radial ones, as discussed in Sec. 1.3.3 [13, 22, 33].

The parameters a1 and a2 appearing in Eq. (3.10) are suitable numerical

constants [85–87] which need to be estimated in order to test Eq. (3.10).

The value of a1 is given by

a1 =
C1(0, t)

t2/3Airy1(0)
. (3.11)

One may then estimate the value of a2 by choosing a point of the graph

of the Airy1 function, (x̃, Airy1(x̃)); specifically, in our analyses we have

selected x̃ = x̃0 = 0.5. The relation between x̃ and a2 is x̃ ≡ a2r/t
2/3.

Then, from Eq. (3.10),

C1

(
x̃0t

2/3/a2
)

t2/3
= a1Airy1 (x̃0) . (3.12)

Given the value ofC1

(
x̃0t

2/3/a2
)
, a linear interpolation of data allows one

to compute the value of its argument, and hence solve for a2.

While C1(r, t) may be used for testing universal properties, C2(r, t)

allows us to evaluate, for example, the correlation length ξ(t). Indeed, under

kinetic roughening conditions, the FV dynamic scaling Ansatz implies for

C2

C2(r, t) = r2αgFV(r/ξ(t)), (3.13)

where gFV is a scaling function which behaves as gFV(u) ∼ u−2α for u ≫ 1

and gFV(u) ∼ const for u ≪ 1 [11, 51]. In this way, for r smaller than the

correlation length, it is C2(r, t) ∼ r2α while, for r greater than the correla-

tion length, C2(r, t) reaches a plateau C2,p(t) and becomes r-independent,

so that

C2,p ∼ ξ2α for r ≫ ξ(t) . (3.14)

Moreover, one may evaluate the correlation length using

C2(ξa(t), t) = aC2,p(t), (3.15)

where a is a constant, typically a = 0.8 or 0.9. With this choice, the

correlation length at a given time t is defined as the distance along the front
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at which the correlation function C2 takes 80% or 90% (respectively) of

its plateau-value C2, p(t). We remark that the precise value of a does not

modify the scaling of the correlation length.

There are kinetically rough systems in which the height-difference cor-

relation function exhibits an anomalous behavior which does not agree with

the FV form given by Eq. (3.13). When this so-called anomalous scaling

exists, the FV scaling needs to be generalized into [88–90]

C2(r, t) = r2αg(r/ξ(t)) , (3.16)

where g(u) ∼ u−2α for u ≫ 1 and g(u) ∼ u−2(α−αloc) for u ≪ 1. Now αloc

is a so-called local roughness exponent which characterizes the front fluc-

tuations measured at distances smaller than the system size L. Under FV

scaling, the two roughness exponents are equal [11, 51], α = αloc, so that

g(u) = gFV(u) and Eq. (3.16) coincides with Eq. (3.13). However, there

are cases in which αloc ̸= α, so that front fluctuations at small and large

distances are characterized by two independent roughness exponents. In

these cases, C2(r, t) curves obtained for different times displace systemati-

cally with time and do not overlap at small r; this a landmark behavior of

anomalous scaling.

Anomalous scaling may be originated by different causes [88, 91]. One

of them is superroughening, which takes place when the global roughness

exponent α is larger than or equal to one . Another case is when an inde-

pendent exponent scaling αloc exists and induces different scaling properties

for small and large length scales; these systems are said to display intrinsic

anomalous kinetic roughening [89–91].

Anomalous scaling can also be characterized efficiently [88] through the

front structure factor S(k, t), defined as

S(k, t) = ⟨|F [h(x, t)]|2⟩, (3.17)

where F denotes the space Fourier transform and k is a d-dimensional wave

vector. For isotropic systems displaying intrinsic anomalous scaling, S(k, t)

behaves as [88]

S(k, t) = k−(2α+d)s(kt1/z), (3.18)

where s(y) ∝ y2(α−αloc) for y ≫ 1, s(y) ∝ y2α+d for y ≪ 1, and k = |k|.
Analogously to the case of the height-difference correlation function, Eq. (3.18)
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generalizes the FV Ansatz for the structure factor [11, 51], which is retrieved

for αloc = α. In presence of intrinsic anomalous scaling (and not for super-

roughening), two main implications of Eq. (3.18) should be stressed:

(i) For large k ≫ t−1/z, the scaling of the structure factor with k reveals

the local roughness exponent, namely,

S(k) ∼ k−(2αloc+d). (3.19)

(ii) The S(k, t) curves as functions of k do not overlap for different times.

3.2 Calculation of uncertainty

In this section we describe the methodology employed for statistical data

analysis. We have computed the statistical error on different observables for

highly-correlated raw numerical data. The methodology for error estimation

will be described below. Additional details may be found elsewhere [92–95].

It has been our practice to denote the estimated uncertainty in the last

digit(s) by enclosing the numbers in round brackets. These error bars are

represented in the graphics, but they may be challenging to see in numerous

instances.

To study statistically a system several trials, or runs, are performed.

As particles are created randomly, times between runs are not the same.

To compare a magnitude, from runs at different times, we define temporal

boxes with a width ∆t, in which we include points from different simulations

corresponding to any time t ∈ (t, t+∆t). We define then the best estimate

of a magnitude x in the temporal box (t, t+∆t) of the i-th run as the simple

mean of the all the points therein, namely,

x̂i =
1

n

n∑

j=1

xj , (3.20)

where n is the number of points included in the box. The mean, x̄, is in

turn given by

x̄i =
1

N

N∑

i=1

x̂i , (3.21)

where N is the number of runs (that is, number of initial conditions).
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As a general rule, the errors for all the results reported in next sections

have been calculated with the jackknife (JK) procedure [96, 97]. The i-th

jackknife estimate of a magnitude x is the average over all runs, but omitting

the data for the i-th run:

xJKi =
1

N − 1

N∑

k=1,k ̸=i

x̂k . (3.22)

The variance of x̄ is then defined as

σJK(x̄) =
N − 1

N

N∑

k=1

(x̄− xJKi )2 . (3.23)

Hence, for each temporal box we have the estimate x̄ ± √
σJK (to within

one standard deviation). Note that for a given set of xi, the standard error

formula and Eq. (3.23) are identical. In this scenario, the jackknife powers

is utilized due to nonlinear dependencies between the variables.

Normally, to determine a given critical exponent one needs to fit data

to a power-law. It is important to realize that data show a huge correlation

(e.g., the ξ ∼ t1/z data are highly correlated among them). Hence, one

should strictly use the full covariance matrix to perform the global fit in

order to compute a given exponent using the least-square fit. The problem

arises because, in general, the full covariance matrix is singular or almost

singular (i.e., its determinant is close to zero) [92–95], which prevents the

computation of the inverse matrix required for the fitting procedure. In

order to circumvent this problem, we have used the following procedure,

which takes into account the statistical correlation of the data and has

demonstrated its excellent performance, for instance, in the study of spin

glasses and in the computation of the hadron masses in lattice QCD [92–94]:

1. The mean value, z̄, of a given exponent (e.g., z) is computed using

data from all the runs using the diagonal covariance matrix of the

data.

2. The statistical error for this exponent is computed using the jackknife

procedure. One removes the i-th run from the data and computes

the i-th value, zJKi , associated to this jackknife block, using again its

diagonal covariance matrix. The error is then computed using the
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standard equation in the jackknife procedure, namely,

σJK(z̄) =
N − 1

N

N∑

k=1

(z̄ − zJKi )2 . (3.24)

Note that, if one uses only the diagonal covariance matrix, the statistical

error of the exponent is strongly underestimated. With the aforementioned

procedure, we take into account the strong correlations among the data,

and provide the exponent with the right statistical error.

Finally, note that we have chosen the intervals of all the fits in order

to obtain a reduced χ2 (χ2 divided by degrees of freedom, where degrees

of freedom is the number of datapoints minus the number of parameters

being fitted) near to one, where χ2 has been computed assuming a diagonal

covariance matrix [96]. It is an indication that the weighted sum of squared

deviations between the fitted function and the data points is the same as

that expected for a random sample from a population characterized by the

function with the current value of the parameters and the given standard

deviations.

The so-called p-value or the quality of the fit Q1 [96] has also been taken

into account in the choice of intervals, always considering p > 0.05.

1It is the probability to have a value greater than the resulting value of χ2 occurring by

random chance, i.e. one minus the cumulative distribution function of the χ2-distribution

for the number of degrees of freedom and the resulting χ2.



Chapter 4

Reaction-diffusion fronts

The work presented in this chapter has been published as B.

G. Barreales, J. J. Meléndez, R. Cuerno, and J. J. Ruiz-

Lorenzo, J. Stat. Mech., 023203 (2020).

In this chapter, we study the dynamics of fronts in the discrete A +

A ↔ A reaction-diffusion system, which can be described in continuous

form by the (stochastic) Fisher-Kolmogorov-Petrovsky-Piscunov equation.

Our study focuses on the two-dimensional version of the discrete model,

using extensive numerical simulations and an improved analysis of the in-

terface between stable and unstable phases over time. We determine the

critical exponents that govern the spatio-temporal fluctuations of the front,

with a particular emphasis on the front width and correlation length. These

exponents match those obtained in a previous study [98], and are consistent

with the KPZ universality class for one-dimensional interfaces. Additionally,

we explore one-point statistics and the covariance of rescaled front fluctu-

ations, which had not been investigated previously, thus providing further

evidence for KPZ universality.

4.1 Introduction

Reaction-diffusion systems are a unique setting for studying collective be-

havior and nonlinear properties using statistical mechanics [99]. The most

common example of these systems is the change in space and time of the
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concentration of one or more chemical substances, which happens when

substances change into other forms through reactions spreading in space

through diffusion [100]. Reaction-diffusion systems have been observed in

various experimental contexts in addition to chemical reactions, including

developmental biology [101], epidemic processes in complex networks [102],

and reactive turbulence [103], among others. In the history of the field,

the Fisher-Kolmogorov-Petrovsky-Piscunov (FKPP) equation [104, 105] has

been instrumental in advancing our understanding of this type of systems.

The FKPP equation for a non-negative scalar field ρ(r, t) is

∂ρ(r, t)

∂t
= D∇2ρ(r, t) +Rρ(r, t)− R

K
ρ(r, t)2. (4.1)

When this equation is used to describe the propagation of a population in

a medium, for instance, ρ(r, t) is the population density, D is the diffu-

sion coefficient (which represents the population capacity to disperse in the

medium), R is the intrinsic growth rate of the population, and K is the

carrying capacity of the medium (which represents the maximum popula-

tion density that the environment can sustain without exhausting available

resources).

An example where the FKPP equation can be applied is the study of

the spread of an invasive species in an ecosystem. Let us suppose that an

invasive plant species has been introduced into an island and is expanding

in its territory. The population growth rate of the plant is high, and it

spreads out easily due to the lack of natural predators on the island. One

can model the expansion of this population using the FKPP equation. In

this case, the variable ρ(r, t) would represent the density of the population

of the invasive plant at each location r of the island and at each time t. The

equation would take into account population diffusion D∇2ρ(r, t), meaning

that the plants can disperse to nearby regions. It would also consider the

population growth rate Rρ(r, t)
(
1− ρ(r,t)

K

)
, where the term R reflects the

plant reproduction rate, and the term
(
1− ρ(r,t)

K

)
limits growth as the pop-

ulation approaches the carrying capacity K of the ecosystem. It is essential

to note that the FKPP model is a simplification of reality and does not ac-

count for many complex factors that can influence the spread of an invasive

species, such as interactions with other species, environmental changes, and

stochastic factors. Still, it provides a useful framework for understanding

general aspects of population spread dynamics.
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Our focus here will be on the fact that Eq. (4.1) describes the propa-

gation of a front of dimension d; thus, r = (r∥, r⊥) ∈ Rd+1, where r⊥ ∈ R
represents the growth direction and r∥ ∈ Rd represents the position on the

substrate. For initially segregated conditions ρ(r, t = 0) = ρeq for r⊥ ≤ 0

and ρ(r, t = 0) = 0 for r⊥ > 0, Eq. (4.1) describes the propagation of a front

h(r∥, t) along the r⊥ coordinate, separating a stable phase (ρ = 1) which

invades an unstable one (ρ = 0) [106, 107]. Once again, there are many

examples: the behavior of DNA reaction networks [108], colloidal systems

[109, 110], the propagation of diseases throughout populations [111], or the

dynamics of invasions among human populations [112].

In any case, the FKPP equation provides a mean-field description of the

invasion process. In general, it is important to investigate the impact of

stochastic fluctuations, such as those in population density. These fluctua-

tions not only modify quantitatively system properties, such as the average

front velocity [113, 114], but may also give rise to new phenomena not ac-

counted for by mean-field approximations [10, 113]. In some cases, fluctua-

tions may even dominate the large-scale behavior of the system [10, 115]. To

account for fluctuations, one can use more microscopic, discrete models [62]

that are consistent with the front dynamics described by Eq. (4.1) [62, 116],

but which allow for a more explicit assessment of the role of external or

internal noise. Thus, for instance, the A+A ↔ A reaction-diffusion model

[117] has been shown [118, 119] to implement a stochastic generalization of

Eq. (4.1), being specifically described at a mesoscopic level by the so-called

stochastic FKPP (sFKPP) equation,

∂tρ = D∇2ρ+ ρ− ρ2 +
√

ρ(1− ρ)/Nη(r, t), (4.2)

where η(r, t) denotes zero-average, uncorrelated Gaussian white noise of

unit variance, andN is the number of particles in the system. Equation (4.2)

indeed recovers Eq. (4.1) in the macroscopic N → ∞ limit; for simplicity

we have considered R = K = 1. It should be noted that there are other

microscopic models available that might lead to probabilistic generalizations

that differ from Eq. (4.2), but still have Eq. (4.1) as a macroscopic (or mean-

field) approximation. An example of such a model is directed percolation

[see Sec. 2.3 and specifically Eq. (2.13)], which has been widely studied

[61, 120].

The A + A ↔ A system is actually a case in which the hydrodynamic
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behavior is dominated by fluctuations. Indeed, the advancing front displays

kinetic roughening [11, 51], namely scale-invariant fluctuations character-

ized by critical exponents (see Chapter 1), which have been systematically

studied [98, 121–124]. The main conclusion [98, 124], confirmed by recent

work on the sFKPP equation [115], is that the fluctuations of d-dimensional

fronts in the (d+1-dimensional) A+A ↔ A system are in the KPZ univer-

sality class of kinetically rough d-dimensional interfaces.

Recently, there has been considerable focus on exploring the various

characteristics of 1D KPZ universality in systems involving interacting par-

ticles [12, 13, 22, 125], as well as growth models such as Eden or ballistic

deposition [13, 22]. However, the investigation of reaction-diffusion systems

from the same perspective has received relatively less attention. For the

A + A ↔ A system, early numerical investigations [121] revealed kinetic

roughening behavior in the dynamics of the front. Surprisingly, the critical

exponents obtained did not align with the KPZ values. Later studies [122]

also produced non-KPZ exponents, which were interpreted as potential ev-

idence that d-noisy pulled fronts [107] could fall in the universality class

of the KPZ equation for interfaces in (d + 1) dimensions [123]. In turn, a

more thorough analysis of numerical simulations for the A+A ↔ A model

[98] clarified the situation as being conditioned by the specific method em-

ployed for the measurement of the critical exponents, and unequivocally

demonstrated that the relevant universality class for kinetic roughening was

indeed that of the KPZ equation for d-dimensional interfaces, in terms of

critical exponents. Although space-related critical exponent values were

well-characterized, those related to time remained less explored for the dis-

crete model. Yet, recent research on the sFKPP equation and related con-

tinuum systems [115, 120, 124] has solidified the consensus on the signifi-

cance of KPZ scaling for this category of reaction-diffusion systems. Note

that, however, knowledge of critical exponents may not suffice to identify

the universality class in kinetic roughening: examples are known in which a

linear system (hence, with non-TW point statistics) shares the same critical

exponent values as the nonlinear 1D KPZ equation, which paradigmatically

displays TW one-point fluctuations [126].

From a more general point of view, it is quite interesting to characterize

these fluctuations that can probably be found within the broad class of phys-

ical and biological systems which are described at a mean-field level by the
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FKPP Eq. (4.1). Recent advances in (bio)materials science enable the de-

sign and control of materials at the submicron and nanoscale [127] through,

for example, DNA circuits based on reaction-diffusion systems [128, 129].

Working at such small scales, it is important to assess the potential quan-

titative and qualitative influence of external and internal noise in the rel-

evant reaction-diffusion processes and systems. The A + A ↔ A model is

a prime example of cases where microscopic fluctuations can have macro-

scopic implications [115]. Interestingly, and staying within the KPZ-related

interacting particle systems, we recall that the paradigmatic asymmetric

simple exclusion process (ASEP) model was historically proposed in the

1960s as a simplified description of the dynamics of ribosomes translating

along a messenger RNA molecule [130]. Recent results on 1D KPZ statistics

[13, 22] elucidate the emergence of fluctuation properties in biophysics and

cell biology at the level of a few molecules.

4.2 Model and simulation details

We study front propagation and fluctuations for d = 1. Hence, we consider

a Lx × Ly lattice, with the front advancing along the OY direction; in the

notation introduced in Eq. (4.1), r = (r∥, r⊥) ≡ (x, y). At t = 0, each point

of the lattice is either unoccupied or occupied by a particle with a probability

equal to the equilibrium density ρeq = µ/(1+µ) (see Appendix C) [98, 121],

so that the initial configuration consists of a number of particles which are

uniformly distributed within a region of area Lx × Ly,0, where Ly,0 ≪ Ly.

In general, periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are assumed along the x

coordinate, but in special cases helical boundary conditions (HBC) have

been used.

The time evolution of the particles is ruled by reaction (birth or death)

and diffusion. Each time step, a particle is chosen randomly. Then, one of

the nearest neighbor sites of that particle is selected with equal probabil-

ity, D = 1/4 (since the lattice is two-dimensional). If the selected adjacent

site is unoccupied, then either a new particle is created at the adjacent site

with probability µ, or the particle moves towards it. If the adjacent site

is occupied, on the other hand, then the chosen particle is removed, and

the particle at the adjacent site remains. According to this, the parame-
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ter µ describing the probability of creating a particle is the birth rate for

the process. The transcription of these microscopic rules in the form of a

FKKP equation, for a continuum description of the system, is developed in

Appendix C.

At each time, a local density is defined for the lattice as

ρl(r, t) =
∑

⟨s,r⟩

n(s, t), (4.3)

where n(s, t) stands for the occupation of the s-th site at time t, and the sum

spans over all the nearest neighbors (⟨s, r⟩) of site r. Given ρl(r, t), the front

position h(x, t) is defined as the maximum y-coordinate for sites r = (x, y)

such that ρl(r, t) > ρeq/2 for the given value of x and t. Alternative related

definitions may be employed (see Ref. [98]) without relevant changes in the

results.

Once the local heights h(x, t) have been defined, the computed observ-

ables are those mentioned in Sec. 3.1. As an illustration of the model,

Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, plot snapshots of configurations of particles; the front

is highlighted in each case.

Tables 4.1 (for PBC) and 4.2 (for HBC) collect all the simulation condi-

tions considered herein. Note that the time step in each simulation is taken

as the value required for all the particles to have the chance to diffuse.

Hence δt = 1/N(t), where N(t) is the total number of particles at time t.

Ly

Lx

t0

Ly

Lx

t1

Ly

Lx

t2

Figure 4.1: Schema of the reaction-diffusion model. Green crosses denote

the position of the front h(x, t), the red line highlights the mean front h̄(t) and

the dashed red lines represent the front width w(t), that grows with time.
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y

x

Figure 4.2: Snapshot of a Lx = 500 system for µ = 0.5 and a fixed value of

t. The front h(x, t) is plotted as orange crosses and h̄(t) appears as a green

line

Table 4.1: Parameter for simulations reported herein where periodic bound-

ary conditions have been used. Lx and Ly are the dimensions of the simulation

lattice, while Ly,0 indicates the size along the y-direction of the region in which

particles are homogeneously distributed at t = 0, and tmax is the maximum

time reached in the simulations. The last column shows the number of runs

performed in each case.

Lx Ly Ly,0 µ tmax runs

250 1000 250

0.1 7.5× 106 104

0.3 7.5× 106 100

0.5 7.5× 106 1600

500 500 125

0.01 1.1× 104 100

0.025 5.8× 103 100

0.05 3.8× 103 100

0.1 2.6× 103 100

0.2 1.9× 103 100

0.3 1.5× 103 100

0.4 1.2× 103 100

0.5 6.0× 102 1600

512 512 128 0.5 9.3× 102 2002

1000 1000 250

0.01 2.0× 104 100

0.025 1.0× 104 100

0.05 7.8× 103 100

0.1 5.4× 103 100

0.2 3.7× 103 100

0.3 2.8× 103 100

0.4 2.5× 103 100

0.5 2.0× 103 100
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Table 4.2: Parameter for simulations employing helical boundary conditions

with an overall slope m. Parameters Lx, Ly and tmax are as in Table 4.1.

The initial configurations occupy a trapezoidal area with Ly,0 and Ly,0+mLx

heights. The last column shows the number of runs performed.

Lx Ly Ly,0 µ m tmax runs

500 2000 125

0.1

0 1.8× 103

200

0.1 1.8× 103

0.2 1.7× 103

0.3 1.6× 103

0.5

0 6.0× 102

0.1 5.6× 102

0.2 5.2× 102

0.3 4.8× 102

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Front velocity

The mean front position was computed as a function of time for two dif-

ferent system sizes, namely, Lx = Ly = 500 and Lx = Ly = 1000, using

Ly,0 = Ly/4 in both cases. We observed that, for all values of µ, the mean

front position grows linearly with time, regardless of the values of Lx and

Ly, namely

⟨h̄(t)⟩ = vt+ h0. (4.4)

The slope v in Eq. (4.4) is taken as the front velocity, and it is plotted in

Fig. 4.3 as a function of µ. Within the mean-field approximation [Eq. (4.1)],

v is related to µ as

v = 2Dµ1/2, (4.5)

whereD is the diffusion coefficient (D = 1/4 in our case). Data from Fig. 4.3

display the same behavior, i.e., v ≈ 0.5µ0.5 for µ ≥ 0.05, consistent with

previous findings [98].

An important issue for the subsequent discussion is to investigate the

relevance of the nonlinear term (λ/2)(∇h)2 in Eq. (1.14) for the continuum
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Figure 4.3: Front velocity v as a function of µ for two different system sizes;

error bars are smaller than the symbol sizes. The straight line represents the

mean-field prediction, which contains no free parameters.
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Figure 4.4: Normalized front velocity (v−v0)/v0 as a function of the average

tilt m imposed by helical boundary conditions, where v0 = v(m = 0), for a

system size of Lx = 500 and two different µ values. The solid line corresponds

to the m2/2 parabolic prediction, which has no free parameters.
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description of our discrete model. To this end, we proceed as described in

Appendix B: we implemented helical boundary conditions such that x(L+

1) = x(1)−(L+1)m, and measured the resulting front velocity as a function

of the average slope m. This tilt modifies the front velocity as Eq. (B.5).

Displayed in Fig. 4.4, our results demonstrate a parabolic dependence of v

on m. For µ = 0.1 and µ = 0.5, we found λ = 0.1580(3) and λ = 0.3481(4),

respectively.

4.3.2 Front roughness: exponent β

Previous research on kinetic roughening in the A + A ↔ A model has re-

ported values of β = 0.27(1) and α = 0.41(2) [98, 121]. Although these are

similar to the exact values for the KPZ universality class of one-dimensional

interfaces, they are not identical to them. This discrepancy between theoret-

ical and computed values has been attributed [98] to the imprecise definition

of the interface for small µ. In fact, the front position is defined using the

local density, as in Eq. (4.3). When µ is small, there are generally only a

few particles surrounding an occupied site, which can result into an under-

estimation of ρl(r) and, consequently, influence the position and width of

the interface.

The validity of this interpretation is supported by the results presented

in Fig. 4.5, which displays the squared front roughness w2(t), Eq. (3.2), as

a function of time t for Lx = Ly = 500 and various values of the birth

rate µ. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the growth exponent β, Eq. (3.4), for fixed

Lx = Ly is highly dependent on the value of µ, approaching the KPZ

limit for µ ≃ 0.5. As expected, the apparent effective value of β, which

characterizes the w2(t) ∼ t2β power-law behavior for each dataset, decreases

as time increases. This is an indication of eventual saturation to the steady-

state roughness value due to the finite size of the simulated systems [11, 51].

It is remarkable that w2(t, µ) is a decreasing function of µ, due to the

saturation of the front roughness.

The dependence of β with the system size is demonstrated in Table 4.3.

The data indicate a clear trend towards the KPZ value of βKPZ = 1/3 as

Lx and µ increase. Our findings thus confirm that the theoretical KPZ be-

havior is systematically reached as µ and Lx increase. For smaller µ and

Lx, on the contrary, the exponent values are close to β = 1/4, which is the
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µ = 0.05 β = 0.192(4)
µ = 0.1 β = 0.256(6)
µ = 0.2 β = 0.27(1)
µ = 0.3 β = 0.291(9)
µ = 0.4 β = 0.314(6)
µ = 0.5 β = 0.324(1)
βKPZ = 1/3

Figure 4.5: Front roughness w2(t) as a function of time for various values

of µ, computed for a system size of Lx = Ly = 500. The legend indicates

the values of β, obtained as discussed in the main text. The solid black line

corresponds to the KPZ scaling, w2(t) ∼ t2βKPZ = t2/3.

exact value corresponding to the EW equation [Eq. (1.10)], also known as

the linearized (λ = 0) KPZ equation. The EW equation often provides

preasymptotic behavior in the context of KPZ scaling [11, 51]. As a refer-

ence, and unless explicitly stated otherwise, all our numerical simulations

are hereafter performed with µ = 0.5 and Lx = 500, based on the results of

these numerical simulations.

Table 4.3: Growth exponent β for different values of µ and Lx.

µ = 0.1 µ = 0.3 µ = 0.5

Lx = 250 0.230(7) 0.294(6) 0.314(4)

Lx = 500 0.256(6) 0.291(9) 0.324(5)

Lx = 1000 0.28(1) 0.305(4) 0.320(4)
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4.3.3 Front correlation length: exponents z and α

In Sec. 3.1 it was mentioned that the correlation length ξ(t) at a specific

time t can be computed by identifying the plateau of the C2(r, t) curves

at sufficiently large distances r. For the reaction-diffusion model studied

herein, we computed for this purpose the values ξ0.8 and ξ0.9, defined as

the distances r where C2(r, t) reaches 0.8C2,p(t) and 0.9C2,p(t), respectively,

where C2,p denotes the plateau at time t, defined as

C2,p(t) = C2(Lx/2, t). (4.6)

The estimated values for the correlation length are plotted against time in

Fig. 4.6. By fitting these estimates of ξ0.9 and ξ0.8 to Eq. (3.6) over the

time range t ∈ [20, 600], we obtain 1/z = 0.673(9) and 1/z = 0.676(7),

respectively. Both of these values are consistent, within the error bars, and

agree with the exact value of 1/zKPZ = 2/3 for the 1D KPZ universality

class. This is actually the first direct measurement of the dynamic exponent

for the A+A ↔ A model, to the best of our knowledge.

The roughness exponent can also be determined from the height-difference

correlation function according to Eq. (3.14), as seen in Sec. 3.1. In Fig. 4.7

we have plotted C2,p versus ξ0.8(t) and ξ0.9(t); the slopes provide

2α = 0.994(6) for ξ0.8 and 2α = 0.99(1) for ξ0.9, where our best fits

were over the time ranges t ∈ [14, 600] and t ∈ [20, 600], respectively. Both

results are consistent with the exponent α for the 1D KPZ universality class:

2αKPZ = 1.

Finally, the height-difference correlation function C2(r, t) is shown in

Fig. 4.8. As a test of Eq. (3.13), in Fig. 4.9 we have represented C2(r, t)/r
2α

against r/ξ0.9, assuming α = 0.5. We found a time-independent universal

function that approximates gFV in Eq. (3.13); both the quality of the col-

lapse and the agreement with the expected universal behavior of the scaling

function are better for large values of (r/ξ(t)).

4.3.4 PDF of front fluctuations

As discussed in Sec. 1.3.3, one of the characteristics of the KPZ universality

class is the one-point statistics of the field fluctuations [12, 22]. In the case

of 1D interfaces with PBC, the probability density function (PDF) of the
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Figure 4.6: Estimated ξ0.8(t) and ξ0.9(t) vs. t computed from C2 (symbols).

The lines represent the best fits of the simulation data.
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Figure 4.7: Height-difference correlation function C2 (Lx/2, t) plotted as a

function of ξ0.8(t) and ξ0.9(t) for various times. The lines represent the best

fits of the numerical values obtained in our simulations.
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Figure 4.8: Height-difference correlation function C2(r, t) plotted as a func-

tion of r for various values of time as indicated in the legend.
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Figure 4.9: Data collapse of the height-difference correlation function, as-

suming α = 1/2 = αKPZ. The master curve onto which the collapse occurs is

the function g(r/ξ(t)) of Eq. (3.13), with the solid black line representing the

theoretical behavior for large u, gKPZ(u) ∼ u−2αKPZ = u−1.
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rescaled front fluctuations, given by Eq. (3.7), is expected to follow the

GOE-TW distribution [12, 22].

Figure 4.10 illustrates the PDF of the rescaled front fluctuations com-

puted for Lx = 250 and Lx = 500, µ = 0.5, and t ≪ Lz
x (that is, prior to

front saturation to a steady state), along with the exact GOE-TW distribu-

tion (solid line). The skewness s and kurtosis k have been computed for the

numerical distributions, resulting in s = 0.22(1), k = 0.16(2) for Lx = 250

and s = 0.25(1), k = 0.17(3) for Lx = 500. The values for the GOE-TW

PDF, on the other hand, are s = 0.29346452408 and k = 0.1652429384

[131]. It is apparent that our data show better agreement with the theoreti-

cal expectations for larger Lx, indicating that the small differences between

the exact GOE-TW values and our numerical results can be attributed to

the finite size of our simulated systems.
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Figure 4.10: Histograms of the front fluctuations for varying Lx. The solid

line represents the theoretical prediction of GOE-TW. The time interval for

Lx = 250 is chosen as t ∈ [10, 300], while for Lx = 500 it is t ∈ [120, 600].
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4.3.5 Front covariance

As already mentioned (see Sec. 1.3.3), universal behavior in the 1D KPZ

equation occurs for additional magnitudes [13, 22], such as the full space-

time behavior of the height covariance C1(r, t), Eq. (3.8). Indeed, under

PBC, this function appropriately rescaled is expected to converge to the

Airy1 process covariance [Eq. (3.10)] [13, 22, 33]. In order to test this

result, we have estimated the numerical constants a1 and a2, as explained

in Sec. 3.1 [see Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12)]. Specifically, we have obtained

a1 = 2.15 and a2 = 0.74 for a system with Lx = Ly = 512. The rescaled

C1 together with the Airy1 covariance are shown in Fig. 4.11, which shows

a very good scaling plot.

0
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0.3
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0 0.5 1 1.5

x̃

R(x̃, t = 700)
R(x̃, t = 800)
R(x̃, t = 900)
Airy1(x̃)

Figure 4.11: Rescaled C1(r, t) for t = 700, 800, and 900 on a system with

Lx = Ly = 512. Specifically, we denote R(x̃, t) as C1

(
x̃t2/3/a2

)
/(a1t

2/3) with

a1 = 2.15 and a2 = 0.74. The solid line represents the Airy1(x̃) function. To

enhance clarity, only every second point is shown in the figure.
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4.4 Conclusions

We have revisited the 2D A+A ↔ A reaction-diffusion model via numerical

simulations in order to fully characterize the kinetic roughening dynamics

of the evolving front within the context of the 1D KPZ universality class.

Beyond confirming space-related [98, 115] and time-related [115] exponent

values (note that results in Ref. [115] are for the sFKPP equation), we

address the one and two-point statistics of field fluctuations as a further

stringent test of KPZ universality, proving consistent behavior with the

appropriate Airy1 process. This fully settles the universality class of the 2D

A+ A ↔ A model with respect to the kinetic roughening properties of the

front dynamics.

In the context of 1D KPZ-class systems, it is noteworthy that the dy-

namical behavior exhibits a quite remarkable level of complexity. This com-

plexity is characterized by a range of intriguing additional properties, such

as ergodicity loss and aging, non-trivial persistence, peculiar fluctuation

properties around steady state, etc. [13, 22]. These distinctive properties

certainly justify a more comprehensive investigation in future studies focus-

ing on the same type reaction-diffusion systems we have addressed in this

study.

We have computed the complete set of critical exponents: β, α, and

z. In particular, we provide the first direct measurement of the dynamic

exponent (through the correlation length) for this model, to the best of

our knowledge. The values are in agreement with those of the 1D KPZ

universality class.

In addition to the exponents, we have considered one- and two-point

statistics as the main traits characterizing the universality class. Indeed, the

identification of surface kinetic roughening universality classes, incorporat-

ing additional properties beyond exponent values, is gaining significance due

to the presence of potential ambiguities [126] and, more generally, because

it enables us to better understand scale invariance in far-from-equilibrium

contexts [87, 132, 133]. The one-point function (i.e., the PDF of the rescaled

front fluctuation) is consistent with the GOE-TW distribution that charac-

terizes the 1D KPZ in flat interfaces. The height covariance, which measures

the two-point statistics, scales in agreement with the covariance of the Airy1
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process, which is the expected behavior in the 1D KPZ class.

As discussed in the introduction, our study characterizes a peculiar type

of fluctuations which are described at the mean-field level by the FKPP

equation [Eq. (4.2)] and which can therefore emerge in numerous and inter-

esting systems: biological, physical, etc.

In conclusion, this work highlights this class of reaction-diffusion systems

as an alternative context for KPZ behavior in terms of potential new exper-

imental realizations, or as a novel point of view on open challenges, such as

the properties of this wide universality class in higher dimensions [22].



Chapter 5

Coffee-ring fronts

This thesis chapter originally appeared in the literature as

B. G. Barreales, J. J. Meléndez, R. Cuerno, and J. J. Ruiz-

Lorenzo, Phys. Rev. E 106, 044801 (2022).

In this chapter, we study the kinetic roughening behavior of fronts of

coffee-ring aggregates via extensive numerical simulations of an off-lattice

model. The model describes aggregation of patchy colloids and depends

on a parameter rAB which determines how well two particle stick together.

We find a discontinuous pinning-depinning transition at rAB = 0, only no-

ticeable choosing suitable boundary conditions. For 0 < rAB ≤ 1, compar-

ison with standard ballistic deposition simulations reveals that the patch

structure causes a morphological instability. The intermediate time regime

exhibits one-dimensional KPZ exponents for rAB > 0.01, and the system suf-

fers a strong crossover dominated by the rAB = 0 behavior for rAB ≤ 0.01.

A detailed analysis of correlation functions shows that the aggregate fronts

are always in the moving phase for 0 < rAB ≤ 1 and that their kinetic

roughening behavior is intrinsically anomalous for rAB ≤ 0.01, including

rAB = 0. Finally, we find that the asymptotic morphological behavior is

dominated by macroscopic shapes.
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5.1 Introduction

The so-called coffee-ring effect stands out as one of the nontrivial non-equi-

librium behaviors emerging in the context of statistical physics and influ-

encing several industrial process [134]. Let us consider a drop of a liquid

containing suspended particles which dries up on a solid substrate. During

the evaporation process, the contact line of the droplet becomes immobi-

lized on the substrate, causing liquid to flow outward from inside the droplet

[135, 136]. The suspended solid particles are then dragged by capillary flow

to the edges of the drop, where they agglomerate in such a way that, after

evaporation, they give rise to a characteristic ring-like stain. Thus, this

familiar but complex effect results from the convergence of diverse physical-

chemical factors (capillarity, Marangoni flow), but also of geometrical ones.

In this context, Yunker et al. [137] showed that the structure of the

ring-like pattern could be sensitively altered by changes in the shape of

the suspended particles; interestingly, this effect was observed without any

corresponding alteration in the contact-line behavior of the capillary rates.

Specifically, increasing the aspect ratio of the particles leads to the emer-

gence of intricate patterns, not necessarily ring-like ones, reaching the entire

suppression of the coffee-ring effect for ellipsoidal particles of large enough

eccentricity ε. The underlying physics for this phenomenon lies in the

behavior of elongated particles, which are dragged to the drop edge only

until they reach the liquid-air interface, where they are subject to strong

long-range capillary attraction [138, 139]. Consequently, the formation of

loosely-packed particle clusters becomes prominent at the interface, effec-

tively impeding any further movement of particles. The conventional ring-

like pattern does not manifest; instead an homogeneous stain is observed.

By contrast, spherical particles exhibit a considerably more efficient flow to-

wards the droplet edge, where they aggregate and give rise to a discernible

ring-like configuration after evaporation. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that

inserting a quantity of eccentric particles into a suspension dominated by

spherical ones also leads to the suppression of the coffee-ring effect. This

phenomenon occurs as long as the diameters of the spherical particles exceed

the minor axis of the ellipsoidal particles [137].

In a later work, Yunker et al. characterized the space-time evolution of
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the front of the particle aggregate by measuring its height h and roughness

w as functions of time [140]. Regardless of the specific particles eccentricity,

the front width increased in time following a power law characteristic of sur-

face kinetic roughening, namely Eq. (1.1). For spherical particles (ε = 1)

β ≃ 1/2 was measured, consistent with a random deposition behavior. In-

creasing the eccentricity of the suspended particles to ε = 1.2 changes the

growth exponent to β ≃ 1/3, characteristic of the 1D KPZ universality

class. Further consistence with KPZ scaling was confirmed by the rough-

ness exponent α ≃ 1/2 and by the skewness and kurtosis of the distribution

of height fluctuations, both of them are observed to take values consistent

with those of the TW distribution exhibited by 1D KPZ processes. Finally,

for even more eccentric particles (ε > 2.5), the dynamic evolution of the

front yields larger values α ≃ 0.61, β ≃ 0.68, which the authors interpreted

as consistent with the QKPZ universality class.

The latter fact is surprising, since sources of quenched disorder cannot

be clearly identified in the experiment [87, 141]. Yunker et al. [137] argued

that, when highly eccentric particles reach the air-liquid interface at specific

sites, these sites become preferential locations for the subsequent deposition

of additional particles. Such a preference is attributed to the pronounced

capillary attractions previously mentioned, which act to the detriment of

regions lacking particles. This non-uniform pattern of growth, leading to

distinctive QKPZ exponent values, could potentially be instigated by a col-

loidal analogue of the “Matthew effect” [140], in the sense that particle-rich

regions become richer and particle-depleted ones remain poorly populated

[142]. However, the colloidal Matthew effect implies a dynamical instabil-

ity for the front morphology, in which quenched disorder plays no role, as

eloquently demonstrated for example in the supplementary video 3 of the

experiments described in Ref. [140]. This interpretation was tested by nu-

merical simulations [87] of the lattice growth model introduced in Ref. [140]

to describe the large ε experiments. Simulations showed that the resultant

instability indeed leads to elevated values of the scaling exponents, consis-

tent with those observed in the experiments involving large eccentricities.

More precisely, at large ε, the Matthew effect gives rise to anomalous ki-

netic roughening for the front [87–90]. In particular, the critical exponent

values may not be universal, but rather depend on geometry and physical

parameters.
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The origins and characteristics of QKPZ scaling associated with the cof-

fee-ring effect have attracted considerable interest. In this context, Oliveira

and Aarão Reis [143] used a ballistic-deposition-like lattice model based on

the so-called RCA model [144], in which particles fall towards the substrate

by moving one position down vertically and D positions horizontally. Thus,

the parameter D models the aspect ratio of the suspended particles; in

particular, D = 0 corresponds to ballistic deposition. Through their inves-

tigation, Oliveira and Aarão Reis determined that for D = 0 the obtained

value of β was approximately 0.33, consistent with the anticipated 1D KPZ

value. In contrast, for D = 8, they derived a value of β around 0.68, which

aligns with the 1D QKPZ framework. While these extreme values agree

with those measured in Ref. [140], the continuous variation of β with D

contrasts with the experimental observations. Additionally, Ref. [143] pro-

vides insight into the dynamic exponent z; specifically, the authors report

z ≃ 1.56 for D = 0, compatible with 1D KPZ behavior (z = 1.5), but

z ≃ 2.56 for D = 8, well above the 1D QKPZ prediction (z = 1). It is con-

cluded that the β and z exponents computed for large D were attributable

to the “columnar” growth of the front, without needing the incorporation

of quenched disorder, in qualitative agreement with the analysis performed

in Ref. [87].

An alternative theoretical framework to describe the kinetic roughening

behavior seen in the experiments of Ref. [140] was later taken by Dias et

al. [145–147]. This approach is founded on the concept of “patchy” colloids

with weak and strong bonds. They considered an off-lattice model in which

circular particles with patches fall vertically onto a flat interface. In order to

model the anisotropy of the experimental ellipsoidal colloids using circular

disks, the latter are assumed to have two patch pairs, namely A at the poles

and B along the equator. The falling particles eventually aggregate to the

substrate, or to already deposited particles, via patch-patch interactions

ruled by three binding probabilities, PAA, PAB, and PBB, corresponding to

the three possible patch-patch configurations. Full details of this model will

be discussed in Sec. 5.2.

Dias et al. found two different regimes depending on rAB ≡ PAB/PAA,

with PAB = PBB for simplicity. For large rAB values 0.5 ≤ rAB ≤ 1 (i.e.,

small particle eccentricity), scaling exponents are consistent [146, 147] with

1D KPZ behavior; for small 0.01 < rAB < 0.1 (i.e., large particle ec-
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centricity), simulations yielded β ≃ 0.63 and z ≃ 1, which was ascribed

to 1D QKPZ scaling, crossover behavior being obtained for intermediate

0.1 < rAB < 0.5. In general, the average front velocity was nonzero for

any value of rAB in the simulations of Refs. [146, 147], at variance with the

QKPZ equation. Indeed, this continuum model is well-known to display a

pinning transition between a pinned phase, in which the average front ve-

locity is zero, and a moving phase (see Sec. 1.4). The transition is termed

directed percolation depinning, as it is induced by the emergence of a di-

rected percolation cluster of quenched disorder sites where front motion is

arrested (see Sec. 2.6). The scaling exponents measured in Refs. [146, 147]

for 0.01 ≤ rAB ≤ 0.1 are those of the QKPZ equation right at the transi-

tion point (see Sec. 1.4.3), while the moving phase of the DPD transition

features still larger exponents αmp = 0.75 and βmp = 0.74 [41, 43]. Hence,

the conclusion in Refs. [146, 147] is that a pinning transition takes place for

each value of rAB in the finite interval [0.01, 0.1].

In this chapter, we perform a systematic study of the kinetic roughening

behavior of the fronts generated through the off-lattice aggregation model

of Dias et al. in the full rAB ∈ [0, 1] parameter range, in which we consider

longer evolution times and larger system sizes.

5.2 Model and simulation details

The patchy colloids model [145, 146] is a two-dimensional system that sim-

ulates the behavior of circular colloids with two different types of patches,

namely A and B, see Fig. 5.1. The colloids can either fall onto a substrate or

bind to already present colloids. If a deposited colloid falls onto a previous

colloid, it can bind to it with a probability determined by the patch types

of the two colloids and the temperature. The probability of two A-type

patches binding is given by PAA, and those of two B-type patches and the

one A-type and one B-type patch binding are given by PBB and PAB, respec-

tively. The binding probabilities are modeled as Arrhenius-like functions of

temperature T ,

Pi ∝ e−E
(i)
a /kBT , (5.1)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and E
(i)
a holds for the activation energy

which characterizes the strength of each bond type (i = AA, AB, and BB).
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Figure 5.1: Left panel: Single patchy colloidal particle with four patches, as

considered in the model of Ref. [145]. Right panel: Interaction range around

a patch, described by θ.

Referring to [146], we make the assumption that PAA = 1, and for sim-

plicity we also assume that PAB = PBB, which does not affect the generality

of our conclusions. To measure the probability of sticking between two col-

loids, the sticking coefficient rAB is defined as the ratio of the probability

of sticking between two unlike patches (PAB) to the probability of sticking

between two like patches (PAA):

rAB = PAB/PAA. (5.2)

The interaction between colloids is limited to a specific region, namely

within an angle of θ = π/6 around each patch, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

Two colloids only bind if their interaction ranges overlap, in which case the

newly-formed aggregate particle orients itself so that its patches align with

those of the pre-existing particle to which it attaches [148].

For low rAB, the aggregate morphology is similar to that of ellipsoidal

colloids, as it favors AA interactions; in particular, for rAB = 0 only AA

unions are favorable, resulting in long 1D chains of particles. By contrast,

the behavior for rAB = 1 is similar to that of circular (isotropic) particles,

which leads to the formation of a coffee-ring aggregate. However, it should

be noted that the rAB = 1 case is not identical to the off-lattice ballistic

deposition model, which belongs to the KPZ universality class, due to the

finite interaction range with angle θ and the related alignment step in the

attachment process. This difference will be shown to be significant later on.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the likelihood of bond formation for our model: for

a bond to form, the interaction ranges of both particles must overlap. As this

overlap is determined by an angle θ = π/6 around each of the four patches,
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A or B oriented.
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3 rAB/4
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There is
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Figure 5.2: Schema of bond formation.

the probability of overlap is 4/9. Additionally, bond formation depends

on the facing patches, which can be AA, AB, BA, or BB. If the facing

patches are AA, a bond is always formed with a probability P (AA) = 1.

In all other cases, bond formation occurs with a probability rAB, which is

a parameter of the system [specifically, P (AB) = P (BA) = P (BB) = rAB].

Therefore, when two particles interact, they may or may not form a bond.

Time increases by one unit with each new particle added to the system,

regardless of whether bonding occurs or not.

We study the front propagation in the perpendicular direction of an one-

dimensional substrate of size L. To measure the front position we divide
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the lattice into L columns with equal widths ∆ = 2R = 1. At t = 0, the

system is completely empty. At each time step, a particle of radius R falls

randomly onto a position x on the substrate with random orientation. As

mentioned, the particle may then either attach to the surface or interact with

an existing, stationary particle if it is present within a range of (x−∆, x+∆),

where ∆ is either the diameter of the particle or the width of the columns; if

there are multiple particles within this range, the new particle interacts with

the highest one. If the bond does not occur, the new particle disappears.

We have arbitrarily set R = 0.5 and ∆ = 1; these values are not critical to

our general findings. At each column i, the front h(xi, t) is defined as the

y−coordinate of the highest particle in this column, even if only part of it is

there. Hereafter, the front position will be denoted as h(x, t) for simplicity.

In every instance we opted for free boundary conditions (FBC) along the

substrate direction. This decision was made instead of the more common

periodic ones [11] due to the system morphological changes for rAB = 0.

When PBC are used the system grows indefinitely, which contradicts the

expected behavior of the system eventually reaching a steady state at a finite

time t, which will be discussed below. To maintain consistency, we also

used FBC for nonzero rAB values. In Sec. 5.3.9, we compare the outcomes

obtained from both types of boundary conditions.

The conditions that were set for all the runs mentioned in this chapter

can be found in Table 5.1.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Aggregate morphology

The morphology of the colloidal aggregates varies with rAB, as illustrated

in Fig. 5.3 for values of rAB equal to 1, 0.1, 0.01, and 0. The appearance

is similar for rAB ≥ 0.1, featuring a disordered tangle of branches pointing

in random directions. The cluster shapes for rAB = 1 and rAB = 0.1 are

similar to experimental observations of closely-packed clusters of almost-

spherical colloids (ε ≃ 1.0 - 1.5) [147]. These morphologies also resemble

those produced by the simple off-lattice ballistic deposition model, known to

exhibit KPZ scaling behavior [11, 149]. The density of secondary branches
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Table 5.1: Parameter values for our numerical simulations.

L rAB tmax runs

128

1 100× 103

200

0.5 100× 103

0.4 100× 103

0.3 100× 103

0.2 100× 103

0.1 100× 103

0.01 100× 103

0.001 100× 103

0.0001 100× 103

0 200× 103

512

1 30× 103

200

0.5 42× 103

0.4 46× 103

0.3 50× 103

0.2 57× 103

0.1 82× 103

0.01 100× 103

0.001 110× 103

0.0001 300× 103

0 400× 103

2048

1 20× 103

40

0.5 20× 103

0.4 20× 103

0.3 20× 103

0.2 20× 103

0.1 30× 103

0.01 70× 103

0.001 100× 103

0.0001 120× 103

0 130× 103

2048 BD 20× 103 420
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that grow from pre-existing ones (rather than from the surface) decreases

as the probability of binding between the two types of particles (and thus

rAB) decreases, which is consistent with the experimental observation that

loosely-packed aggregates form when the particles are highly elongated. In

the limit of rAB = 0, secondary branches are entirely suppressed, and the

cluster grows only in certain directions determined by the initially deposited

particles.

rAB = 1 rAB = 0.1

rAB = 0.01 rAB = 0

Figure 5.3: Morphologies of the colloidal aggregates calculated using differ-

ent values of rAB (approximately, inverse colloid eccentricities), as indicated

on each panel. Individual colloid particles are represented as bullets. These

snapshots were generated for a system size of L = 256 and until a time when

the points of the morphologies vertically extend beyond the plot frames.

5.3.2 Front velocity

For all rAB, the average front grows linearly over time as

⟨h(t)⟩ = vt+ a0, (5.3)
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where the slope v defines the front velocity and a0 is a constant which

depends on rAB. Fig. 5.4 displays the front velocity as a function of rAB for

different system sizes L. Two different regimes may be seen in this plot. For

0 < rAB ≲ 0.1, the front velocity remains approximately rAB-independent.

For rAB > 0.1, on the contrary, the velocity increases as rAB does. In any

case, the front is always moving, regardless of the value of rAB. It is also

worth noting that the size of the system, L, does not make much difference

in how fast the front moves, except when rAB is very small, in which case v

increases slightly as L gets larger.
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v

rAB

L = 128

L = 512

L = 2048

Figure 5.4: Front velocity v against rAB for various lateral sizes L = 128,

256, and 2048. The error bars are smaller than the symbol size in all cases.

A more thorough study is needed for the case rAB = 0 [148]. This

condition implies that only AA bonds are formed, which leads to the growth

of branches in only a few directions and the absence of secondary branches.

Consequently, a small number of branches becomes dominant and reaches

the system boundary, hindering the overall growth of the front. An example

of this scenario is depicted in Fig. 5.5. As a result, the system becomes

trapped at a steady state with average velocity v = 0. This observation is

supported by Fig. 5.6, which displays the average front ⟨h(t)⟩ as a function

of time for rAB = 0. For L = 128, the front grows linearly with time
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Figure 5.5: Front morphology for rAB = 0, with L = 128 and at t = 700.

Two branches of the system have grown and reached the boundary, preventing

any further growth of the system front. Consequently, the system becomes

frozen in a steady state.
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Figure 5.6: Mean front ⟨h(t)⟩ as a function of time for rAB = 0. The slopes

of the curves decrease to zero as time increases.
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for short periods, consistent with Eq. (5.3). However, the front velocity

decreases monotonically for t ≳ 1000 until it eventually vanishes. The same

trend is visible for larger lateral sizes, but the linear growth regime persists

for longer times as L increases. Unfortunately, the required computation

times for L = 2048 exceed our capabilities, and the anticipated plateau for

this value of L is not observed.

When the size of the lattice increases, the velocity increases as well,

except in unusual situations. This means that, for rAB greater than zero,

the velocity eventually reaches a non-zero value. The conclusion from this

analysis is that there is a discontinuity in the front velocity v, indicating a

first order transition: v is non-zero for rAB > 0, but vanishes for rAB = 0.

The change in trend of the velocity around rAB ≃ 0.1 (where its slope

becomes flatter) is not a result of a new phase transition, but rather a

crossover effect.

Apart from aggregate morphologies and front velocity, we have also ob-

served differences in the front fluctuations, i.e., the kinetic roughening prop-

erties, between the cases rAB = 0 and rAB > 0. In the following sections,

we present the results for both scenarios. All calculations were conducted

for a system size of L = 2048 and time intervals of t ≲ 20000 − 130000,

unless otherwise mentioned. Previous simulations in Ref. [147] were carried

out for smaller system sizes of L ≤ 512 and shorter timescales of t ≲ 4000,

so that our values significantly extend these previous results.

5.3.3 Front roughness

Figure 5.7 shows the squared front roughness w2(t) computed for various

values of rAB. It is evident from the figure that, regardless of the value

of rAB, the front roughness increases with time. Furthermore, it is worth

noting that the sizes of the systems employed in the analysis ensure that

the interface does not reach a steady state for any rAB. This is crucial,

since it enables us to examine the most significant mechanisms that govern

the system large-scale behavior, as discussed below in the context of the

crossover phenomenon.

To perform a qualitative analysis, the curves shown in Fig. 5.7 were fitted

to the FV scaling law (3.4) using two separate time intervals: intermediate
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Figure 5.7: Squared front roughness vs. time for values of rAB as indicated

in the legend. Error bars are smaller than the symbol sizes.

times and long times. Any very short time periods were disregarded as

transient. The results, presented in Table 5.2, exhibit two distinct regimes

depending on time.

1. One observes a power-like trend for t ≲ 1000 (intermediate times) and

rAB ≥ 0.3, which is consistent with the β = 1/3 exponent for 1D-KPZ.

On the other hand, for rAB = 0.01 and 0.001 the growth exponent

value seems consistent with the β ≃ 0.63 QKPZ value. According to

this, the rAB = 0.1 case may be consistently regarded as a crossover.

Note that, for rAB ≤ 0.01, the w2-curves overlap the rAB = 0 curve at

short times (see Fig. 5.7).

2. For longer times, the curvatures increase regardless of rAB, suggest-

ing very high asymptotic values for β. For instance, β ≃ 0.76 for

rAB = 0.01 and t ≳ 3000. As an additional reference, we have run

simulations of the simple off-lattice ballistic deposition (BD) model,

see Sec. 5.3.10. The BD data are included in Fig. 5.7 and feature

the expected KPZ scaling for all simulated times. In particular, the

difference with the rAB = 1 case becomes apparent for t ≳ 3000.
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3. For rAB = 0, the value of β ≈ 1 is essentially time-independent.

Table 5.2: Growth exponent β for different values of rAB computed for in-

termediate and long times.

rAB intermediate t β long t β

1 [40 : 800] 0.349(7) [3000 : 20000] 0.62(4)

0.5 [100 : 1000] 0.352(2) [5000 : 20000] 0.76(4)

0.3 [60 : 1000] 0.353(5) [6000 : 20000] 0.81(3)

0.1 [100 : 1000] 0.462(6) [15000 : 30000] 0.80(5)a

0.01 [350 : 2000] 0.603(7) [5000 : 70000] 0.76(3)

0.001 [500 : 2000] 0.594(10) [2500 : 40000] 0.73(2)

0.0001 [60 : 900] 0.920(2) [2000 : 120000] 0.632(11)

0 [200 : 30000] 0.978(2) [70000 : 130000] 0.87(6)

aFor rAB = 0.1 there exists another time interval between those shown,

namely [1000 : 15000], with β = 0.62(2).

5.3.4 Height-difference correlation function

The correlation function C2(r, t) has been calculated for rAB values ranging

from 0 to 1. The outcomes, at various times, are presented in Fig. 5.8. The

behavior of the C2(r, t) function is quite intricate, and some of its features

include:

• In general, for rAB values except rAB = 0, the power law

C2(r, t) ∼ r2αloc applies to short distances relative to the correlation

length ξ, while a plateau is observed at larger distances. However,

for sufficiently long times and rAB ̸= 0, a second power law can be

detected at large distances, with an αloc exponent that is larger than

that found at short distances. This effect is highlighted by straight

lines with different slopes in Figs. 5.8. For instance, for rAB = 1,

the C2(r, t) curve shows αloc = 0.41 for r ≲ 100, and the value of

αloc increases for larger r, reaching 0.73 for the longest time reached.

Similarly, for rAB = 0.01, the αloc values can be as high as 0.85 at
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Figure 5.8: Correlation function C2(r, t) vs. r for various rAB and times.

The solid lines correspond to fits to the power law r2αloc within different r

intervals.
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large distances. By contrast, in off-lattice BD, C2(r, t) exhibits a sin-

gle roughness exponent αloc = α = 1/2 for all values of r and t, and

one does not find two different scaling behaviors for small and large

distances at long times. This effect is discussed in greater detail in

Sec. 5.3.10.

• For extremely small rAB , such as 0.0001 (see Fig. 5.8c), the behavior

of the C2(r, t) curves is distinct at short and long distances for long

times. In Sec. 5.3.7 below, further explanations regarding the possible

cause of this unusual behavior will be provided.

• For each value of rAB between 0 and 0.01, the C2(r, t) curves shift

upward in a steady manner and do not overlap as time increases. This

pattern continues until a second power-law regime emerges, at which

point the curves begin to roughly overlap for small r. This behavior

is a sign of anomalous kinetic roughening, which has been studied

previously [88–90]. However, for rAB ≥ 0.1, there is no noticeable

vertical shift in the curves over time, as seen in the case where rAB = 1

in Fig. 5.8a. This can be explained by the fact that, for short times

and large rAB, the system belongs to the KPZ universality class, which

does not display anomalous scaling. A more thorough discussion of

anomalous scaling is provided in Sec. 5.3.6 below.

5.3.5 Correlation length

In Sec. 3.1 we explained how to determine the correlation length ξ(t) from

the height-difference correlation function. However, this method can only

be used if the correlation function behaves in a certain way. Specifically, the

correlation function must increase with distance until it reaches the correla-

tion length, at which point it becomes constant. Note, however, that as time

increases the correlation length increases as well, and the method described

in Sec. 3.1 is no longer valid when the correlation length becomes compara-

ble to the size of the system. Moreover, as we have already mentioned, at

long times the C2(r, t) curves in this system do not exhibit standard behav-

ior. As a consequence, the method described in Sec. 3.1 to compute ξ(t) is

valid only for a limited range of intermediate times.

Figure 5.9 displays the variation of the correlation length ξ0.9(t), ob-
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tained from Eq. (3.15) with a parameter value of a = 0.9, for different values

of rAB. By fitting the computed ξ(t) curves to Eq. (3.6), we may estimate the

dynamic exponent z for each rAB. Our results, which are presented in Ta-

ble 5.3, suggest that the dynamic exponent values for rAB ≥ 0.1 are consis-

tent with the KPZ universality class (zKPZ = 3/2), while for 0 < rAB ≤ 0.01

the dynamic exponent is approximately 1, a value shared by the QKPZ and

moving DPD phase universality classes. To the best of our knowledge, no

previous studies have reported on the values of the dynamic exponent z for

the patchy colloid model.

In addition to the dynamic exponent z, one may also compute the global

roughness exponent α by plotting the plateau of the height-difference corre-

lation function C2,p(t) against the correlation length ξ0.9(t) [see Eq. (3.14)].

Figure 5.10 shows these curves, and the computed α values are collected

in Table 5.3. For rAB ≥ 0.3, the estimated roughness exponent values are

consistent with the 1D KPZ universality class (αKPZ = 1/2). On the other

hand, for 0 < rAB ≤ 0.1, the roughness exponent value is compatible with

the 1D DPD universality class in the moving phase. However, for rAB = 0,

both the roughness and dynamic exponents deviate from the previously

estimated values, and are larger than one.

Since β = α/z, we may compare the α/z ratio obtained from the data

in Table 5.3 with the β values presented in Table 5.2, which were calculated

directly from the front roughness. The results also appear in Table 5.3. The

Table 5.3: Critical exponents z and α for several values of rAB.

rAB intermediate t z α α/z

1 [10 : 1000] 1.44(6) 0.50(2) 0.35(2)

0.5 [100 : 1000] 1.20(11) 0.45(3) 0.37(4)

0.3 [20 : 1000] 1.46(5) 0.54(2) 0.37(2)

0.1 [30 : 2000] 1.47(4) 0.721(16) 0.489(18)

0.01 [200 : 1500] 1.22(5) 0.73(3) 0.60(3)

0.001 [2000 : 5000] 1.11(15) 0.77(7) 0.69(11)

0.0001 [3000 : 10000] 1.07(22) 0.71(14) 0.66(19)

0 [1400 : 20000] 1.18(8) 1.18(7) 1.00(9)
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α/z ratios are consistent with the growth exponent measured at interme-

diate times, except for the cases rAB = 0.001 and rAB = 0.0001, for which

the α/z values are closer to the β values obtained at long times. This ob-

servation suggests that for rAB > 0.001 the system has not yet reached the

asymptotic regime, and the growth regimes shown in Fig. 5.7 correspond

instead to intermediate times.

5.3.6 Intrinsic anomalous scaling

The gradual shift upward of the height-difference correlation function C2(r, t)

curves with time is a sign of anomalous kinetic roughening [88–90], as ex-

plained in Sec. 3.1. In this system, this behavior is observed for rAB ≤ 0.01,

as previously mentioned in Sec. 5.3.4.

In a system governed by the FV scaling Ansatz, the scaling function

gFV(u) described in Eq. (3.13) remains independent of u for u ≪ 1, as is the

case with the KPZ equation [11, 150]. In the context of this model, we may

observe the KPZ scaling exponents at intermediate times when rAB is large.

The question arises as to whether this regime follows a FV scaling Ansatz,

as expected for the KPZ equation, or if it exhibits anomalous scaling. In

order to answer this question we represent the intermediate time behavior

of the scaled front height-difference correlation function, C2(r, t)/r
2α versus

r/t1/z for rAB = 1 in Fig. 5.11a. We have also computed the structure factor

S(q, t) [see Eq. (3.17)], since this function provides information about the

scaling, as explained in Sec. 3.1 [88]. Figure 5.11b plots S(q, t) against

the wave vector q for rAB = 1 and the same times as in the previous plot,

Fig. 5.11a. The behavior is largely consistent with a FV scaling Ansatz,

indicating that scaling is not anomalous at intermediate times.

In contrast, data for rAB ≤ 0.01 fit a scaling function of the form

g(u) ∼ u−2(α−αloc), as described in Eq. (3.16), where αloc ̸= α. Figure 5.12a

shows the collapsed C2(r, t) data for different times and rAB = 0.01. Within

the time range covered by the plot, our data align with the previously dis-

cussed values of z = 1.22(5) and α = 0.73(3). Additionally, by fitting

the t = 1000 curve to u−2α′
for u ≪ 1, where α′ = α − αloc, we obtain

α′ = 0.364(4), and therefore αloc = 0.366(4) ̸= α. This behavior suggests

the existence of intrinsic anomalous scaling since αloc < 1 [88]. The front

structure factor S(q, t) for the same data is shown in Fig. 5.12b. We ob-
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serve that the time curves systematically shift upwards with increasing time,

which is indeed indicative of the presence of intrinsic anomalous scaling be-

havior [88]. As noted in Sec. 3.1, when intrinsic anomalous scaling is present,

the structure factor scales with the wave vector as S(q, t) ∼ q−(2αloc+1) for

large q, where αloc is the local roughness exponent [see Eq. (3.19)]. The

straight line in Fig. 5.12b corresponds to the value of αloc obtained from

the collapse of C2(r, t), which is consistent with our interpretation of the

data as exhibiting intrinsic anomalous scaling.

We have also noticed intrinsic anomalous scaling for rAB = 0, which is

particularly interesting. Visual inspection of the uncollapsed C2(r, t) data

in Fig. 5.8d indicates the presence of significant anomalous scaling. Our

computation of the exponents [z = 1.18(8) and α = 1.18(7)] yields a consis-

tent data collapse as shown in Fig. 5.13a. By fitting the scaling function for

t = 20000, we obtain α′ = 0.743(9), which leads to αloc = 0.437(9) ̸= α. To

validate this result, we show the front structure factor S(q, t) for rAB = 0 in

Fig. 5.13b, where the straight line corresponds to the expected q−(2αloc+1)

behavior in this case, with the value of αloc obtained from the analysis of

C2(r, t).

5.3.7 Macroscopic shapes for rAB ̸= 0

In Sec. 5.3.4, we noted that the height-difference correlation functions for

rAB ̸= 0 become more intricate as time increases. In Fig. 5.8, we may

see that there are two distinct slopes, corresponding to small and large

values of r. This suggests that two different local roughness exponents, αloc,

for each range of distances may be computed. Additionally, the exponent

β obtained from measuring the width increases with time, as shown in

Table 5.2.

An explanation for these changes may lie in the time evolution of the

colloidal aggregates. At early stages, the aggregate fronts are morphologi-

cally isotropic for all values of rAB, as may be observed in Fig. 5.3, and the

aggregate fronts fluctuate at distances much smaller than the system size L.

However, for longer times the aggregate “splits” into a few components of

lateral sizes comparable to L, and the front displays macroscopic shapes.

Some representative examples are shown in Fig. 5.14. Note, in particular,

the development of large “facets” for rAB = 0.01.
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Figure 5.14: Morphologies of the colloidal aggregates at the final times,

namely t = 20000, 70000, and 120000, for rAB = 1, 0.01, and 0.0001, re-

spectively. Each color shows the last hundred thousand particles to join the

system.
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and 0.0001, top to bottom. The aggregates are the same as those in Fig. 5.14.
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We have observed that significant jumps in front heights occur at times

when the second slope of the C2(r, t) curves appears. This phenomenon is

illustrated in Fig. 5.15, where we plot the time evolution of h(x, t) under the

same conditions (i.e., for the same rAB values) as in Fig. 5.14. In this figure,

we may observe that the front displays minor fluctuations at early times

(t ≲ 1000), none of them particularly noteworthy. At later times, on the

contrary, these jumps occur, concurrent with the formation of macroscopic

shapes. This effect is more pronounced when rAB decreases, and is only

apparent for sufficiently large values of L.

5.3.8 Front structure for rAB = 0

As we have previously mentioned, the behavior of our model changes sub-

stantially for rAB = 0. Firstly, the front velocity becomes zero for sufficiently

long times under this parameter condition. Besides, prior to macroscopic

pinning, the kinetic roughening of the front turns out to share many fea-

tures with that of an unstable generalization of on-lattice ballistic deposition

[151].

Indeed, for rAB = 0, the front velocity drops to zero due to the selective

growth of a few branches that span the entire lateral size of the system,

which is unlike the behavior observed at long times for rAB > 0. The

unique structure of the particle aggregate for rAB = 0 leads to a front with

significantly large front derivative, or slope, at many locations. A similar

morphology is observed for very small, but nonzero, rAB values. An example

of this phenomenon is shown in Fig. 5.16.

The growth model which generalizes on-lattice ballistic deposition [151]

exhibits a pattern remarkably comparable to that observed in our own study

for the rAB = 0 situation. Specifically, while in standard BD particles

are randomly deposited in a vertical direction at arbitrary locations, in

Ref. [151] particles follow linear trajectories with a random inclination with

respect to the x axis; this angle is chosen from an uniform distribution.

Such a modification of BD is known to lead to a morphological instability

[149, 152] inducing the formation of large columns. Indeed, in Ref. [151] the

front exhibits numerous regions with high slopes, such that the probability

distribution function for these slope values ∆h, denoted as P (∆h), decays
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The main panel shows the front height h(x, t) as points connected by a dashed

line. Note the very different scales employed for the two axes. The correspond-

ing particle aggregate is shown in the inset.

slowly as a power law. Specifically,

P (∆h) ∼ 1/(∆h)γ , (5.4)

with an exponent γ that ranges between 1.6 and 2. For extremely large

values of ∆h, the distribution falls off significantly more quickly.

It was suggested that this behavior could be responsible for intrinsic

anomalous scaling [151, 153]. Remarkably, the scaling exponents measured

in Ref. [151] for this unstable BD model, namely, α ≃ 1.25, αloc ≃ 0.54,

β ≃ 1, and z ≃ 1.25, are close to those we presently obtain for the patchy

colloid model for rAB = 0 prior to pinning, namely, α ≃ 1.18, αloc ≃ 0.45,

β ≃ 0.98, and z ≃ 1.18. In view of this, we have computed the slope

of the P (∆h) histogram obtained herein for rAB = 0; the results, shown

in Fig. 5.17, are not so far from those reported in Ref. [151]. The same

arguments presented in this reference may be then applied to account for

the intrinsic anomalous scaling behavior observed for rAB = 0. Quantitative

differences with the unstable BD model [151] are probably induced by the
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deviations of our slope histogram from the P (∆h) function obtained for the

latter, especially at the largest ∆h values. Therefore, we conclude that this

result may be indicative of a morphological instability analogous to that of

oblique-incidence BD, to be responsible for the intrinsic anomalous scaling

of the fronts of the colloidal aggregates formed for rAB = 0.
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Figure 5.17: Slope histogram for the fronts obtained at t = 130000 for

rAB = 0. For comparison, the solid line corresponds to P (∆h) ∝ 1/(∆h)2.

5.3.9 Free versus periodic boundary conditions

In order to examine how the boundary conditions affect the overall dynamic

evolution of the system, we have calculated a range of quantities for various

values of rAB under identical conditions (L = 2048 and 20 iterations) using

both FBC and PBC. The average front and the squared roughness as a

function of time are shown in Figs. 5.18a and 5.18b, respectively.

The front evolution in PBC and FBC is almost the same, within error

bars. However, the roughness curves exhibit variations at long times, which

may result from greater front fluctuations at saturation under these cir-

cumstances. Nonetheless, the outcomes presented occur much earlier than

those time intervals, so we do not anticipate any influence of the boundary

conditions on our results.
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Figure 5.18: Mean front height and squared roughness as functions of time

for values of rAB as given in each legend, using FBC or PBC as indicated. For

some sets of data, FBC data hide total or partially PBC results.
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5.3.10 Off-lattice ballistic deposition

In Sec. 5.2, it was mentioned that the model described in Refs. [146, 147]

should exhibit behavior similar to that of simple off-lattice ballistic depo-

sition [149] in the rAB = 1 limit, where the A and B poles become indis-

tinguishable. However, due to the finite interaction range and alignment of

particles after attachment, which are absent in off-lattice ballistic deposi-

tion, this model exhibits distinct behavior. This difference is evident in the

front roughness of the patchy colloid model, as shown in Fig. 5.7. In this

section we collect further results from numerical simulations carried out for

off-lattice BD, in order to compare them with those presented for the patchy

colloid model.

Figure 5.19 shows colloids aggregates for off-lattice BD and for patchy

colloids model in the rAB = 1 case, at the start of two simulations. By

examining the figure, we can observe slight differences, including the exis-

tence of perpendicular branches generated by permissible directions in the

rAB = 1 scenario, resulting in a slightly less dense system.

BD rAB = 1

Figure 5.19: Morphologies of the colloidal aggregates for off-lattice BD model

and patchy colloids model for rAB = 1. The size of the simulations is L = 2048,

but only the values of x within the range of 0 to 255 are displayed for easier

viewing. Times range from the initial ones to final times for which the points

of the morphologies fill the plots.

The correlation function C2(r, t) for off-lattice BD is shown in Fig. 5.20.

In Sec. 5.3.4, it was noted that this function exhibits a standard scaling

behavior that differs from the one displayed in Fig. 5.8a for the patchy

colloids model for rAB = 1. In line with this, the morphologies observed
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after a long period of time (specifically, when t = 20000) in off-lattice BD

show a smoother height front (see Fig. 5.21), in contrast to the rAB = 1

case (see Fig. 5.14). For completeness, the scaling exponents computed for

the off-lattice BD model are z = 1.41(2) and α = 0.469(7), consistent with

those reported elsewhere [149].
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Figure 5.20: Front correlation function C2(r, t) vs. r for off-lattice BD. The

solid line corresponds to fit to the power law r2αloc for t = 20000 and r < 200.

Figure 5.21: Morphology of a colloidal aggregate at the final time, t = 20000,

for off-lattice BD. Each color shows the last hundred thousand particles to join

the system.
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5.4 Conclusions

We have revisited the model of “patchy” colloids for the coffee-ring effect

developed by Dias et al. [145–147] through extensive numerical simulations

extending their times, sizes, and values of rAB. We have also used more

realistic boundary conditions and an extended characterization in terms of

correlation functions computed in the real and reciprocal spaces.

Firstly, the set of scaling exponents computed for each rAB value are in

fair agreement with those by Dias et al. for comparable simulation times and

sizes. Deviations appear for longer times. Our findings support the observed

KPZ kinetic roughening behavior for coffee-ring aggregates with large values

of rAB and intermediate times. By contrast, the α and β exponent values

which were ascribed earlier to the QKPZ universality class are now seen to

be crossover values limited to the intermediate-time evolution in a restricted

range of rAB values.

Taking into account our full set of results including very small rAB ≥ 0

and long times, the overall behavior seems already clear in Fig. 5.7. We can

classify the behavior in terms of large or small rAB, with an approximate

boundary at rAB = 0.01. For each value of this parameter, we have to

distinguish between intermediate and long times.

For large 0.01 < rAB ≤ 1 and intermediate times, exponent values are

KPZ for rAB = 1 and gradually increase (going through QKPZ values) for

decreasing rAB. However, at longer times β and α both increase substan-

tially, even for the rAB = 1 case, which hence differs from simple off-lattice

BD.

For small 0 ≤ rAB ≤ 0.01, the intermediate times (recall Fig. 5.7) seem

to be dominated by the scaling obtained for rAB = 0, that has the largest

value of β seen in our simulations. Note that the rAB = 0 behavior is quite

similar to that of unstable BD [151]. When the value of rAB is small, the

long time behavior shows smaller values of β (but still large) which are not

far from those seen for large rAB and long times.

The system intermediate dynamics vary depending on the value of rAB.

For 0 < rAB ≤ 0.01, the system behaves similarly to the rAB = 0 case, and

this similarity persists for longer times as rAB decreases. In this range of rAB

values (including rAB = 0), we observed intrinsic anomalous scaling [88–90],
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which is a more complex form of dynamic scaling compared to the simpler

Family-Vicsek Ansatz [11, 51]. On the other hand, for rAB > 0.01, the

intermediate-time behavior is consistent with that of 1D KPZ and there is

no evidence of intrinsic anomalous scaling. Within this range, the exponents

are similar to those of QKPZ, as reported elsewhere [146, 147].

For long times and with large lattice sizes, we have found that macro-

scopic shapes significantly impact the system dynamics, including the cor-

responding scaling exponents, for all 0 < rAB ≤ 1. Our results suggest

that the critical behavior reported by Dias et al. [147], especially the 1D

QKPZ exponents for lower values of rAB, is influenced by the macroscopic

shapes that ultimately form. The large values of β occur simultaneously

with front morphologies that are characterized by significant slopes and

large macroscopic shapes. This behavior is similar to a morphologically

unstable behavior, which could be linked to the finite iteration range and

colloid attachment rules.

Note that for models with time-dependent noise, like these for patchy

colloids, a value of β > 1/2 typically implies a morphological instability,

since β = 1/2 corresponds to purely random deposition of particles (see

Sec. 1.3) [11, 149]. In some growth systems with time-dependent noise, there

is a transition over time from, for instance, KPZ scaling behavior to a regime

where much larger effective exponent values are observed. This crossover

phenomenon has been observed in other systems, such as diffusion-limited

growth systems [154].

For example, as it has been observed in recent experiments and models

[155], bacterial colonies that grow in a certain parameter range known to

exhibit KPZ-like (also called Eden-like) [149] behavior change over time from

a compact state with relatively small fluctuations to a branched structure

with very large slopes. During this process, the growth exponent increases

from β ≃ 0.47 at early times to β ≃ 0.93 at long times [155], similar to

the change observed for a value such as rAB ≃ 0.1. This behavior is due to

a morphological instability present in such diffusion-limited systems [154,

156], where protrusions on the front grow faster than depressions due to

differences in exposure to diffusive fluxes. This instability can be triggered

during the evolution of the system, resulting in a change in the scaling

behavior as in Ref. [155].
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In the patchy colloids model, transport is not constrained by diffusion.

Nevertheless, the model incorporates an unstable mechanism due to the fi-

nite interaction range and the step of colloid alignment. This is evident

when comparing the case where rAB = 1 with off-lattice BD. This mech-

anism operates for all values of rAB and can explain the scaling behavior

as well as the macroscopic front shapes (which are not unlike morphologies

seen for diffusion-limited systems) that occur over extended periods.

Our finding shows a discontinuous pinning-depinning phase transition at

rAB = 0. Particularly, there is a discontinuity in the velocity as rAB → 0+,

with v(rAB → 0+) ̸= v(rAB) = 0. The choice of proper boundary conditions

was found to be of paramount importance for rAB = 0, as only the use of

free boundary conditions allows us to elucidate the phase transition.

In numerical simulations [146, 147], Dias et al. observed a non-zero front

velocity for all values of 0 < rAB ≤ 1. However, they also noted that the

aggregate interface was not well-defined for rAB = 0. At intermediate values

of rAB, they reported a crossover between the KPZ and QKPZ regimes,

which could be attributed to the competition between two mechanisms:

decreasing rAB hinders binding to B patches, favoring the growth of A-A

chains and increasing the availability of B sites, which compensates for the

decrease caused by the low rAB value. Consequently, Dias et al. proposed

that the pinning transition occurred not at a single critical value of rAB,c,

but within a finite range of rAB values. This behavior differs from that of

the QKPZ equation, in which the depinning transition occurs at a specific

value of the control parameter and not over a complete range of values.

Additionally, during this transition, the average velocity of the front remains

at zero. By contrast, our simulations, which employ FBC, have enabled

us to identify an abrupt pinning transition precisely at rAB = 0. The

scaling exponents of QKPZ are effective values in this case. Notably, the

development of macroscopic shapes at long times is not reliant on the choice

of boundary conditions.

The study of correlation functions, which expands previous numerical

work on this model, enables us to better understand the occurrence of in-

trinsic anomalous scaling for small rAB, as well as the existence of different

scaling behaviors at small and large distances for long times, which cor-

respond to the emergence of macroscopic shapes. Anomalous scaling is a
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well-known phenomenon observed in various experimental systems, as well

as in continuum and discrete models where morphological instabilities are

present [89, 90]. This reinforces our interpretation that a morphological in-

stability dominates the large behavior of the patchy colloid model, especially

in the context of the colloidal Matthew effect, where quenched disorder is

not relevant and the model mimics the same behavior when the rAB de-

creases. This is consistent with the experiments of Yunker et al. [137, 140]

and was to be expected, as the relevance of the colloidal Matthew effect

increases with the colloid eccentricity.





Chapter 6

Contact process fronts

The results present presented in this chapter has been pub-

lished as B. G. Barreales, J. J. Meléndez, R. Cuerno, and

J. J. Ruiz-Lorenzo, Phys. Rev. E 108, 044801 (2023).

In this chapter we study the interface representation of the contact pro-

cess at its directed-percolation critical point, where the scaling characteris-

tics of the interface can be related to those of the original particle model.

Notably, this behavior is intrinsically anomalous and more intricate than

what is explained by the conventional Family-Vicsek dynamic scaling Ansatz

for surface kinetic roughening. We expand on a previous numerical study by

Dickman and Muñoz [157] to fully characterize the kinetic roughening uni-

versality class for interface dimensions d = 1, 2, and 3. Beyond determining

the values of scaling exponents, we provide a detailed characterization of

the fluctuations in the interface through their probability density function

and covariance. These fluctuations exhibit universal properties that bear a

qualitative resemblance to those recently observed in other significant uni-

versality classes of kinetic roughening, such as the KPZ class. However, we

find that, while the interface covariance for d = 1 appears to compare well

with that of the 1D KPZ universality class, specifically the Airy1 covariance,

such agreement is not evident in terms of the fluctuation PDF or the scaling

exponents.
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6.1 Introduction

Directed percolation is one of the most studied and interesting non-equi-

librium universality classes in critical phenomena [61, 62]. A wide range

of physical systems, such as chemical reactions, the spread of epidemics,

phase transitions in particle systems, and many others, exhibit behavior

that falls within this universality class [58–60]. Further details are provided

in Chapter 2.

A very interesting particle model in this context is the contact process

(see Sec. 2.5), which hosts a phase transition to an absorbing state, with

the transition being in the universality class of DP. The CP model was

introduced to describe the spread of epidemics without immunization [73,

74]. Due to the existence of analytical results for this model (albeit in the

absence of an exact solution for it), it is the most widely chosen realization

to study and characterize DP.

A fruitful direct mapping can be established between the CP and an in-

terface model, as elucidated in Ref. [157] and other works mentioned therein.

This mapping is characterized by the fact that the absorbing state of the

particle model, representing a complete absence of activity, concurs with the

state of arrested overall motion of the corresponding interface, commonly

known as pinning. Precisely, at the critical point, the scaling properties of

the interface can be linked to those of the original particle model, offering

insight into interface dynamics at an absorbing-state critical point.

This connection has been exploited by Dickman and Muñoz [157] to

investigate the ensuing kinetic roughening properties of the CP for interface

dimensions d = 1, 2, and 3 (that is, below the upper critical dimension

dc = 4), where nontrivial scaling is expected. Interestingly, the result of

Ref. [157] is that intrinsic anomalous scaling occurs for all these values of d,

and moreover that (some of) the kinetic roughening exponents are directly

given by those describing the decay of the order parameter at the phase

transition point.

In relation to kinetic roughening, while interface fluctuation statistics

have been extensively studied for universality classes that satisfy the FV

scaling (such as KPZ), there is a lack of research on systems that exhibit

anomalous scaling asymptotically. To the best of our knowledge, there
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are relatively few studies addressing fluctuation statistics in such systems

[35, 158, 159], and none of them specifically investigates the d-dependent

behavior of these fluctuations. It is important to note that the so-called

intrinsic anomalous scaling has been argued (based on perturbative argu-

ments) not to be asymptotic for systems with local interactions in absence

of morphological instabilities and/or quenched noise [160]. Hence some ad-

ditional conditions are expected for it to occur.

In this chapter, we revisit the work by Dickman and Muñoz [157] with

several primary objectives. First, we want to investigate if the PDF and co-

variance of interface fluctuations, across the above-mentioned related to DP,

remain universal for all d < dc. The universality in the fluctuation statistics

has been observed, for instance, in the KPZ class. It is noteworthy that our

dynamic scaling assumption does not adhere to the FV condition and the

behavior of intrinsic anomalous scaling with interface dimension has been

very scarcely assessed in the literature (see, for example, Refs. [161, 162]).

Therefore, in order to achieve the above objective, we conduct a comprehen-

sive assessment of the dynamic scaling assumption and scaling exponents

reported in Ref. [157]. We present more explicit data regarding the be-

havior of various observables under study, especially for dimensions d ≥ 2.

Moreover, we aim to assess possible connections between the thus deter-

mined fluctuation statistics and those of important reference cases like the

1D KPZ universality class. We will find both similarities and differences. At

this, note also that DP and KPZ are two paradigmatic universality classes

for non-equilibrium systems [61, 62] which feature a subtle interplay, as ex-

emplified by the depinning transition of the KPZ equation with quenched

disorder (see Sec. 1.4).

6.2 Model and simulation details

The contact process, introduced in Sec. 2.5, was originally defined as a

particle model as follows: each site of a d-dimensional integer lattice Zd

can either be empty or occupied by a particle. The dynamics consists of

particles being created at empty sites at a rate proportional to the number

of occupied nearest neighbors, and being annihilated at a constant rate

normalized to 1. If we denote the creation rate by λ, a critical value λc exists
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where a phase transition occurs to an empty absorbing state. This process

can be interpreted as a model for the spread of an infection, where the

occupied sites represent infected individuals and the empty sites represent

healthy ones [61, 62, 73, 74].

The numerical simulations have been carried out on a lattice with size

Ld where d is the dimension (d = 1, 2 or 3), using PBC. A binary variable

called s was used to track the occupation (or activity) of a site of the lattice

in such a way that, at time t, each site with a vector position x ∈ Zd may

either have a particle on it [s(x, t) = 1] or be empty [s(x, t) = 0]. Initially,

all sites are occupied. At each simulation step an occupied site is randomly

chosen and two processes, namely creation and annihilation of a particle, are

possible. Creation occurs with probability p = λ/(1 + λ); in this case, one

of the 2d nearest neighbors of the chosen site is selected and, if it is empty,

a new particle is created in this position. On the other hand, annihilation

occurs with probability 1− p; the particle of the chosen site being removed.

The time increment at each step is ∆t = 1/Nocc where Nocc is the number

of occupied sites.

As mentioned above, here will study the associated interface problem.

To connect the particle model with an interface model, we define the front

(or interface) at each lattice site at time t as

h(x, t) =

∫ t

0
s(x, t′)dt′. (6.1)

Therefore, the local height h(x, t) represents the interval of time up to t

that the lattice site x has been occupied; that is, the front quantifies the

total activity at each node up to time t. Examples of fronts from our d = 1

simulations are shown in Fig. 6.1. Particularly, in this way, the absorbing

state of the particle model, characterized by the global absence of activity,

corresponds to an arrested or pinned interface.

We have carried out simulations for systems in one, two, and three di-

mensions; all of them were performed at the critical value of the parameter

λc, whose values for each dimension are collected in Table 2.2. The param-

eters employed in our simulations are listed in Table 6.1. In each case, the

maximum simulation time tmax was chosen in such a way that approximately

half of the runs survived and had not entered the absorbing state before this

time (note that, for a sufficiently large t, the system will have entered the
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Figure 6.1: Local front or height profiles h(x, t) from numerical simulations

of a one-dimensional system with L = 512. Each line corresponds to a different

time (bottom to top): t = 5000, 15000, 25000, 35000, and 45000. All units are

arbitrary.

Table 6.1: Parameter values for CP numerical simulations.

d L tmax runs

1

512 60 ×103 2000

1024 185 ×103 2000

2048 530 ×103 2000

4096 1600 ×103 2000

8192 4000 ×103 2000

2

128 20 ×103 500

256 50 ×103 500

512 200 ×103 498

3

16 1 ×103 100

32 3.5 ×103 100

64 15 ×103 100

128 40 ×103 20
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steady state). For reference, one run in three dimensions and L = 128 takes

approximately one month in one of our computer clusters (one node has 36

Intel Zeon Gold 6240 CPUs, each with 18 cores and operating at 2.60 GHz).

6.3 Results

To provide reference values for subsequent results, Table 6.2 presents the

critical exponents of DP that will be relevant to our findings. These are the

exponent αρ of Eq. (2.3) (which we will refer to as θ in this chapter) and

z, which are listed in Table 2.1. Alongside these values, since we revisit the

work of Dickmann and Muñoz [157], Table 6.2 shows the kinetic roughening

exponents α, β, and αloc as obtained therein, and the maximum value of L

(Lmax) employed.

Table 6.2: Critical exponents of the DP universality class from Table 2.1

where θ ≡ αρ, kinetic roughening exponents α, β, and αloc as obtained in

Ref. [157], and maximum value of L (Lmax) employed in this reference, for the

values of d considered in our work.

d θ z α β αloc Lmax

1 0.159464(6) 1.580745(10) 1.33(1) 0.839(1) 0.63(3) 5000

2 0.4505(10) 1.7660(16) 0.97(1) 0.550(5) 0.385(5) 256

3 0.732(4) 1.901(5) 0.51(1) 0.27(1) 0.09(2) 50

6.3.1 Density and roughness: exponents θ and β

The order parameter for the phase transition in the CP is the global particle

density ρ(t). At the critical point, this function decays as a power law

ρ(t) ∼ t−θ, (6.2)

with an universal d-dependent critical exponent θ (see Table 6.2). This

behavior is the same one as reported in Eq. (2.3) in the context of DP,

where αρ ≡ θ. The density ρ(t) for systems of various sizes in one, two, and

three dimensions are shown in Fig. 6.2. Fitting the data to Eq. (6.2) allows

for the computation of the exponent θ, which is presented in Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.2: Particle density versus time for different dimensions. The solid

lines represent the scaling law t−θ for the largest size.

Table 6.3: Exponents θ, β, z, α, and αloc for d = 1, 2 and 3, as obtained in

our simulations. The size of the system is Ld in each case.

d L θ β z α αloc

1

512 0.1595(6) 0.8195(18) 1.589(13) 1.341(8) 0.624(8)

1024 0.1610(3) 0.825(2) 1.587(8) 1.336(6) 0.631(6)

2048 0.1608(2) 0.8317(17) 1.608(10) 1.343(7) 0.636(8)

4096 0.1607(3) 0.8354(7) 1.577(4) 1.328(3) 0.644(3)

8192 0.1610(2) 0.8373(5) 1.573(3) 1.324(2) 0.644(2)

2

128 0.4489(4) 0.5440(13) 1.85(2) 1.026(9) 0.430(9)

256 0.4515(7) 0.5452(14) 1.793(9) 0.988(6) 0.440(6)

512 0.4518(4) 0.5461(6) 1.765(8) 0.970(7) 0.453(7)

3
64 0.714(4) 0.292(3) 2.20(5) 0.683(14) 0.188(15)

128 0.726(4) 0.288(3) 2.12(14) 0.62(4) 0.17(4)
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On the other hand, the interface of the particle system is defined by

the height variable of Eq. (6.1), which measures the activity at each site

until the given time. As an example, Fig. 6.1 shows the interface growing

over time in a one-dimensional particle system. In order to characterize

this interface, we compute the squared front roughness w2(t) for various

sizes and dimensions, as shown in Fig. 6.3. The growth exponent β is then

calculated from Eq. (3.4); these results are shown in Table 6.3. Note that

Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 show a transient region in two and three dimensions, which

essentially does not appear in one dimension.

Our results for θ and β are consistent with the values (see Table 6.2)

and with the scaling relation β = 1 − θ reported in Ref. [157]. As argued

therein, given Eq. (6.2) in CP, the mean height h(t) obeys

h =

∫
dt ρ ∼

∫
dt t−θ ∼ t1−θ . (6.3)

The front roughness is defined as the standard deviation of the local height

values, so that w2 ∼ h
2
; comparison with the kinetic roughening behavior

of Eq. (3.4) implies β = 1−θ. Finally, note that our numerical results agree

with improved consistency as L increases.
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Figure 6.3: Squared front roughness versus time for different dimensions.

The solid lines represent the scaling law t2β for the largest size.
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6.3.2 Front correlation length: exponents α and z

We next compute the correlation length ξ0.9(t) as the position r for which

the correlation function C2(r, t) reaches 90% of its value at the plateau, as

explained in Sec. 3.1. The correlation length can be plotted versus time

(see Fig. 6.4), and fitted to Eq. (3.6) to obtain the dynamic exponent z.

Likewise, Fig. 6.5 shows the height-difference correlation function at the

plateau, C2,p(t), against the correlation length, in order to measure the

exponent α according to Eq. (3.14). The resulting values of z and α are

collected in Table 6.3.

To ensure the accuracy of our results, we can use the scaling relation

that relates the exponents α, β, and z. Specifically, we can calculate β using

β = α/z. This value of β can then be compared with the growth exponent

measured from the front roughness, denoted as βw in this paragraph. Our

results show that the values of β obtained for different dimensions d and

system sizes L are consistent with βw within the uncertainty intervals. For

example, in the case of d = 1 and L = 8192, we obtain β = α/z = 0.842(2),

which agrees with βw = 0.8273(5) within two standard deviations. Similarly,

for d = 2 and L = 512, we get β = α/z = 0.550(5), which is consistent with
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Figure 6.4: Correlation length ξ0.9(t) versus t for d = 1, 2 and 3 from top to

bottom. The solid lines correspond to the fit t1/z for the largest size in each

case.
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Figure 6.5: Correlation function at the plateau, C2,p(t), vs. ξ0.9(t) for d = 1,

2 and 3, top to bottom. The solid lines correspond to the fit C2,p ∼ ξ2α0.9 for

the largest size.

βw = 0.5461(6) within the uncertainty interval. Finally, for d = 3 and

L = 128, we find β = α/z = 0.29(3), which agrees well with βw = 0.288(3).

Our results are in line with those reported in Ref. [157], with the largest

differences occurring for d = 3, where our values for α and z are 2.9 and 1.5

standard deviations away from those reported in that reference.

6.3.3 Height-difference correlation function

The height-difference correlation function C2(r, t), which provides informa-

tion on the local behavior of the front scaling, is shown in Fig. 6.6 for d = 1, 2

and 3 and various times, with the largest system size L chosen for each di-

mension. We notice that, regardless of the dimension, the C2(r, t) curves

for different times shift upwards systematically as time increases and do not

overlap for any value of r. This is indicative of the occurrence of anomalous

scaling, which may stem from various causes as reported in Sec. 3.1.
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Figure 6.6: C2(r, t) vs. r for different values of time, as indicated the legends,

for different dimensions. The solid lines are proportional to r2αloc .

If anomalous scaling occurs, one can calculate an additional roughness

exponent, αloc (see Eq. (3.16) and below). By using our estimates for α

and z, we plot C2(r, t)/r
2α against r/t1/z for each dimension in Fig. 6.7.

According to Eq. (3.16), α′ = α−αloc can be estimated for small arguments

of the scaling function, from which we obtain the value of αloc shown in

Table 6.3. The values of αloc show slight variation when L is changed, but

we attribute this difference to the limited size of our systems. The observed

behavior is considered to be intrinsically anomalous scaling because α ̸= αloc

while αloc < 1 [88–90]. To reinforce this conclusion, we will study the

structure factor and the gradient of the front in the following sections.
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Figure 6.7: Data collapse of C2(r, t) for different dimensions and for different

values of time, as indicated in each legend. The exponents α and z are those

shown in Table 6.3. Solid lines are proportional to x−2α′
(left part) and x−2α

(right part).

6.3.4 Front structure factor

In the presence of anomalous scaling [88, 91] two-point correlations are

frequently studied in Fourier space [163]. As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the front

structure factor S(k, t) [see Eq.(3.17)] provides a complementary perspective

on anomalous scaling, which is particularly useful in the context of crossover

behavior [163] and/or large roughness exponent values [88–91]. Note that,

in our system, α takes relatively large values for all d.

The curves in Fig. 6.8 show S(k, t) as a function of the modulus of the

wave vector k for different times for d = 1, 2, and 3. The time shift of the

curves is noticeable for each dimension, and the high-k data agree well with

the expected scaling law of Eq. (3.19), for which we have used the value

of αloc calculated previously (solid lines in the figure panels). Hence, the

scaling behavior in Fourier space is consistent with that characterized in

real space, as anticipated.
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Figure 6.8: Structure factor S(k, t) for one, two, and three dimensions at

several times. Solid lines correspond to k−(2αloc+d), where αloc was computed

from the scaling behavior found for C2(r, t), see Table 6.3.

Note that in the d = 3 case, in which our results differ more from those

reported in Ref. [157], we have rescaled our S(k, t) data (not shown), using

both our values of α, αloc, and z, as well as the ones provided in that

reference; collapse is achieved in both cases within error bars.

6.3.5 Mean squared height gradient

The anomalous scaling behavior is associated with a non-trivial time evolu-

tion in the slope field ∇h(x, t) [51, 164]. Indeed, the squared slope can be

estimated by using the height-difference correlation function at a distance

of one lattice spacing ∆x, which yields

⟨(∇h)2⟩ ≈ (∆x)2C2(∆x, t). (6.4)

Under the FV Ansatz, this value becomes time-independent already during

the early stages of time evolution [11, 51]. However, in the presence of

intrinsic anomalous scaling, this quantity only saturates at steady state
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when t = tsat ∼ Lz. In this case, assuming that ⟨(∇h)2⟩ ∼ t2κ, where κ

is an exponent characterizing the anomalous increase in the average front

slopes over time, then one expects the following scaling relation to hold [165]

αloc = α− zκ. (6.5)

This scaling law was confirmed by the simulation results presented in

Ref. [157], and we consider it here in face of our numerical results. To

address it, we need to compute the mean squared height gradient (∇h)2. In

particular, the j-th component of the d-dimensional gradient of h(x) may

be approximated as

∂h/∂xj ≈
h(x+ (∆x)ej)− h(x)

∆x
, j = 1, . . . , d, (6.6)

where ej is the j-th vector of the canonical basis in Rd, and ∆x = 1 in our

lattice.

This analysis shows that ⟨(∇h)2⟩ grows with time as a power law for all

values of d, as shown in Fig. 6.9. This relation is quantified by the exponent

κ, whose values are listed in Table 6.4. By using these values of κ, along with

our previously determined values of z and α, we have estimated a new value

Table 6.4: Exponents κ and αloc obtained from Eq. (6.5) for different dimen-

sions and system sizes.

d L κ αloc

1

512 0.4396(11) 0.643(10)

1024 0.4329(9) 0.649(7)

2048 0.4297(7) 0.652(9)

4096 0.4258(6) 0.657(4)

8192 0.4283(18) 0.650(4)

2

128 0.304(3) 0.466(12)

256 0.2955(13) 0.458(7)

512 0.2898(10) 0.458(7)

3
64 0.2018(18) 0.240(18)

128 0.191(2) 0.21(4)
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Figure 6.9: Mean squared height gradient for different dimensions and dif-

ferent sizes L. Solid lines show the best fit to the data for the largest L.

of αloc, also listed in Table 6.4. These findings are consistent (especially

for the largest system sizes) with the values of αloc directly measured from

C2(r, t) in Sec. 6.3.3, as summarized in Table 6.3.

6.3.6 PDF of front fluctuations

Besides examining the values of the scaling exponent, we also analyze next

the statistical properties of the front fluctuations with the aim of identify-

ing universal properties. Specifically, we have calculated the rescaled front

fluctuations, χ(t), defined in Eq. (3.7), where the exponent β we have used

is obtained from the front roughness in Sec. 6.3.1 (see Table 6.3). Only the

time interval during which the roughness scales according to Eq. (3.4) with

the chosen β has been considered.

In Fig. 6.10 we plot the PDF, P (χ), of the front fluctuation for d = 1, 2,

and 3. It is interesting to note that P (χ) is not affected by the size of the

system, L, at least within the statistical precision for all cases. Note that we

have normalized our data to zero mean and unit variance. For comparison,
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Figure 6.10: PDF of front height fluctuations for d = 1, 2, and 3, and sizes

indicated in each legend. For comparison, the solid lines correspond to the ex-

act Gaussian distribution, the GOE-TW distribution, the 2D KPZ fluctuation

distribution (Euler integration [36]) and the 3D KPZ fluctuation distribution

(radial KPZ class [39]), as described in the legends. The dashed black lines

correspond to the tail functions (left) e−c|x|χ−
and (right) e−xχ+

, with η− and

η+ exponent values as reported in Table 6.5.

the figure shows the exact PDF for the Gaussian case, which is found for

linear models of kinetically rough interfaces such as the EW equation with

time-dependent noise [11, 34, 51], and the PDF for the KPZ universality

class, which is dimension-dependent. In d = 1, the fluctuation PDF for

rough interfaces in the 1D KPZ universality class using periodic boundary

conditions is provided by the GOE-TW [12, 13] (see Sec. 1.3.3). For d > 2,

distributions other than TW play analogous roles to the latter for the KPZ

universality class [36, 39]. Particularly, for d = 2, we show in Fig. 6.10

the distribution obtained for an Euler integration of the KPZ equation and

reported in Ref. [36]. Finally, for d = 3 we show the fluctuation PDF for

the 3D radial KPZ class from the DPRM/SHE data collapse performed in

Ref. [39].
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Although the numerical PDFs that we obtain for the CP are definitely

non-symmetric (with non-zero skewness, as in the KPZ case) for all the sim-

ulated dimensions, they are significantly different from the latter distribu-

tions. Moreover, they exhibit a strong dependence with the dimensionality

of the system. In Fig. 6.11 we have represented the CP distributions for

each of the simulated dimensions together; the plotted data are available

in Zenodo open access repository [166]. The corresponding skewness s and

excess kurtosis k values for the largest systems are collected in Table 6.5.

Notably, the signs of s and k for d = 1 differ from their values for d = 2 and

3, again at variance with the KPZ universality class. However, the mag-

nitudes of s and k do increase with d, as is the case also for KPZ systems

[36, 39, 167].

Let us now focus on the tails of the PDFs. These tails are asymmetric

and non-Gaussian, and are expected to follow exponential functions for

many random systems in their disorder-dominated phases [168] as

P (x) ≈





e−c|x|η− , x → −∞

e−dxη+
, x → +∞,

(6.7)

where c and d are constants and η− and η+ are characteristic so-called

tail exponents [22, 168]. We have fitted the distributions computed herein

to functions (6.7) (dashed lines in Fig. 6.10) to estimate the η− and η+

exponents; the results are collected in Table 6.5. The tail exponents for the

Tracy-Widom distribution have been studied in detail [22, 169]. For the

d = 1 KPZ universality class, the exponent of the Airy tail (that is, right

tail in the GOE-TW representation of Fig. 6.10) is η+ = 3/2, whereas for

the left tail one has η− = 3 [169, 170]. In addition, for KPZ the left and

right tail exponents are related to each other as η− = (d+1)η+, and also to

the growth exponent through η+ = 1/(1−β) [22, 169]. Note, however, that

although the fits are reasonable (specially for η+) and such that η− > η+ > 1

for all d, as implied by the KPZ formulas, our data do not suggest any simple

connection between the right and left tail exponents, or between them and

β. Departure from the η+ = 1/(1−β) relation can also be found elsewhere,

e.g., for synchronized oscillator lattices [35], for which the PDF is GOE-TW

in spite of the fact that the kinetic roughening exponents (β, in particular)

do not take their 1D KPZ values.
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Figure 6.11: Histograms of front fluctuations in different dimensions. The

solid line show the exact Gaussian distribution. The numerical data for this

figure are openly available at Ref. [166].
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Table 6.5: Skewness s, excess kurtosis k, and tail exponents η−, η+ for

the front fluctuation distributions in different dimensions, as obtained in our

simulations for the largest value of L in each case.

d L s k η− η+

1 8192 −0.3677(15) −0.421(3) 4.05(3) 3.12(2)

2 512 0.6246(18) 0.233(3) 6.261(15) 1.559(6)

3 128 0.848(5) 0.987(17) 5.12(2) 1.251(13)

6.3.7 Front covariance

As noted in Sec. 3.1, the front covariance correlation function C1(r, t), de-

fined as Eq. (3.8), is expected to behave for kinetic roughening systems

as

C1(r, t) = t2βF
(
r/t1/z

)
, (6.8)

where F (u) is a universal function which becomes an additional (albeit

nonexclusive) trait of the universality class. In the 1D KPZ scenario, this

function is the Airyi covariance function with i = 1 or 2, depending on the

boundary conditions; see the discussion in Sec. 1.3.3.

In this section, we examine the front covariance, represented by Eq. (6.8),

and its scaling for dimensions d = 1, 2, and 3. We use our estimated values

for β and z to express this scaling assumption in each case. The results for

the largest size for d = 1 (L = 8192), d = 2 (L = 512), and d = 3 (L = 128)

are presented in Fig. 6.12. As anticipated, we observe that the rescaled

curves for different times do overlap. This behavior is also observed when

curves for different system sizes are compared. Furthermore, we note that

the exponents governing this collapse (β and z) are global ones, even when

the scaling is intrinsically anomalous, that is, non-FV. While there exists a

maximum time for each system size above which curves for different times

do not overlap, this is a finite-size effect, and this maximum time increases

systematically with L.

The quantitative characteristics of the CP scaling function vary depend-

ing on the value of d, but its fundamental properties remain the same. It is

especially important to examine the d = 1 scenario closely. As previously

stated, the behavior of the height covariance C1(r, t) in systems belonging
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Figure 6.12: Scaled front covariance C1(r, t) for different dimensions at times

as given in the legends. The exponents β and z are those shown in Table 6.3. In

each case, times larger than those shown do not scale properly. The numerical

data for this figure are openly available at Ref. [171].

to the 1D KPZ class can be described by Eq. (3.10). In the case of peri-

odic boundary conditions, Ai(u) denotes the covariance of the Airy1 process

[13, 22, 33], and a1 and a2 are fitting constants. The function C1(r, t) for

d = 1 appears to align with Eq. (3.10), which is demonstrated in Fig. 6.13.

Although there are slight variations in values when r/t1/z is small (as shown

in the inset of Fig. 6.13), the difference between the theoretical and numer-

ical curves in this range is no more than 3%.

We observe that our numerical data for C1(r, t) in two and three di-

mensions do not follow the same scaling behavior as Airy1(u) (not shown).

This is not surprising because, unlike the one-dimensional case, the Airyi

behavior appears to be specific to the 1D KPZ class. Our data for 2D

(not shown) do not seem to agree with the 2D KPZ universality class ei-

ther, whose covariance is numerically well-characterized [38, 57]. The CP

front covariances for each dimension are also available as open data from

Ref. [171].
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t = 5 × 104. The solid line shows a function proportional to the covariance
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main panel.

6.4 Conclusions

We found out that, when working at the absorbing state phase transition,

the interface problem linked with the CP exhibits all the features of a kinetic

roughening universality class. This includes well-defined scaling exponents,

a fluctuation probability density function, and covariance, all of which de-

pend on the substrate dimension. Moreover, an intrinsically anomalous

dynamical scaling is observed in a consistent manner.

We have studied the interface representation of the CP particle model in

one, two, and three dimensions by numerical simulations. To characterize

the universality behavior of the interface we calculated the set of critical ex-

ponents (θ, α, αloc, β, and z). We have explicitly shown the behavior of the

associated scaling observables for the three simulated dimensions. Overall,

we have found a good agreement with the exponents previously reported

in the literature [157]. Specifically, we have estimated the dynamic critical

exponent z by computing directly the correlation length via the analysis of
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the height-difference correlation function C2 in real space. Focusing on this

exponent, our numerical values do increase with increasing d towards the

diffusive z = 2 value expected [157] at and above dc, with some overshoot

in the 3D case. The latter fact could be a size effect. Indeed, Table 6.3

exhibits a dependence of all exponents on the system size, which is particu-

larly noticeable for d = 3. In this sense, we cannot guarantee that our values

for L = 128 may be considered as asymptotic, especially for exponents z

and α. Note that exponents θ and β for d = 3 are in good agreement with

theoretical predictions, though.

As previously stated, relying solely on critical exponents is insufficient

to fully characterize a universality class. Instead, it is crucial to analyze the

local statistical properties of the front, namely the probability distribution

function (PDF) of the rescaled height fluctuations (χ) and the scaling of the

C1 correlation function, which depicts the front covariance. Therefore, we

have conducted a thorough analysis of both for d < dc = 4, obtained herein

for the first time.

We have found that the PDF of the local fluctuations of the front does

not conform to any previously reported behavior (e.g., GOE-TW or Gaus-

sian). Instead, it exhibits a strong dependence to the dimensionality of the

system. In particular, there is an unexpected change of shape between the

distribution for d = 1 and those for d = 2 and 3, with a change of sign of

both skewness and kurtosis. The overall behavior of the front covariance

remains consistent as the system dimensions change, but its quantitative

behavior varies greatly depending on the dimensionality. We observe that

the 1D front covariance closely resembles that of the Airy1 process, with

an accuracy of approximately 3%. However, we could not find any exist-

ing analytical functions that match the front covariance curves in the other

simulated dimensions.

It is worth noting that the universal fluctuation PDF and covariance

have pronounced non-Gaussian characteristics for all the dimensions un-

der consideration. In the context of kinetic roughening systems, nowadays

such a behavior has been reported either for the KPZ universality class

[12, 13], or for other classes somehow related with it (some of which feature

anomalous scaling), like those of the conserved KPZ equation [132], the ten-

sionless KPZ equation [158], precursor spreading [159], or systems related
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to the KPZ equation with columnar disorder [35]. From this perspective,

the CP appears innovative due to its provision of alternative options for

non-Gaussian interfacial behavior. Moreover, the 1D CP represents an-

other noteworthy system exhibiting Airy behavior in spite of not having

KPZ exponents, in addition to previously reported cases [34, 159].

For the CP we obtain a consistent intrinsic anomalous scaling Ansatz

for d < dc. This anomalous scaling has been thoroughly studied through

the correlation function C2, but also computing the structure factor. Addi-

tionally, we calculate the mean square height gradient, which allows us to

compute the local roughness exponent by a different way. For increasing d,

both α and αloc decrease, as expected [11]. However, the relative difference

(α−αloc)/α does not become particularly reduced with increasing d, so that

the intrinsic anomaly in the scaling persists somehow all the way up to the

upper critical dimension dc = 4.

It would be of interest to examine the emergence of intrinsic anomalous

scaling in a hypothetical continuum description of the interface problem re-

lated to CP. Recall that intrinsic anomalous scaling has been conjectured not

to be asymptotic for systems with local interactions, in which neither mor-

phological instabilities nor quenched disorder occur [160]. Various discrete

models are known to exhibit intrinsic anomalous scaling while their contin-

uum limits do not (see for instance Ref. [159]). However, there are methods

to overcome this prediction, as for the tensionless KPZ equation [158].

Note that the continuum description of the CP as a particle model is

provided by the phenomenological Langevin equation [Eq. (2.15)], which,

rescaling the noise term η(t,x) in order to be a zero-average Gaussian noise

of unit variance, corresponds to the following reaction-diffusion equation for

a local density field ρ(x, t) [61],

∂tρ = D∇2ρ+ ρ− ρ2 +
√

Cρ η(x, t), (6.9)

where D,C > 0 are constants. Note the absorbing nature of the ρ = 0 state,

which suppresses both dynamics and fluctuations. We find it interesting

that the kinetic roughening universality class of the (interface representa-

tion of the) CP turns out to be very different compared with that of sys-

tems described by the (deceivingly) similar stochastic Fisher-Kolmogorov-

Petrovsky-Piscounov (sFKPP) equation [Eq. (4.2)], where η(r, t) is the same

noise as in Eq. (6.9). As seen in Chapter 4, Eq. (4.2) provides a coarse-
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grained description for the A + A ↔ A reaction-diffusion particle model

[117–119], but remarkably, in this case the kinetic roughening behavior of

the corresponding moving front problem is in the standard KPZ universal-

ity class [115, 172]. Quite possibly the DP behavior at the absorbing phase

transition in the CP [61, 62] is at the core of this stark difference between

Eqs. (6.9) and (4.2), and likewise for their corresponding particle models.

From this point of view, the existence of absorbing states in particle mod-

els may play a similar role in the (anomalous) kinetic roughening scaling

Ansatz of interface systems they map into to that played by morphological

instabilities and/or quenched disorder [160].

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that, at least in the one-dimensional

scenario, the universality classes of CP and standard KPZ appear to share

exactly the same Airy1 covariance. Another intriguing similarity of the in-

terface representation of the CP remains in the Mullins-Herring equation

with quenched disorder [173]. Indeed, this model has been seen not only to

feature anomalous scaling [174], but its scaling exponents (including those

characterizing the pinning transition seen to occur) are numerically quite

close to those of CP/DP, at least for d = 1 and 2 [175]. It is remarkable that

DP is also known to control the interface scaling at depinning for other well

known interfacial systems, such as the QKPZ equation discussed in Sec. 2.6.

Regarding the behavior of anomalous kinetic roughening with dimension, it

is worth noting that new findings have shown its occurrence in the syn-

chronization of oscillator lattices [35], which makes it more interesting for

potential applications in synchronization phenomena [176, 177].

Finally, we consider that, with the numerical characterization of the

statistical fluctuation properties of the front in one, two, and three dimen-

sions, we have provided important pieces of information which were lacking,

needed to fully characterize the kinetic roughening behavior of one of the

most important non-equilibrium universality classes, that of the directed

percolation.



Chapter 7

Thesis summary and

future work

The main purpose of the thesis is the study of various growth fronts through

the point of view of kinetic roughening, specifically within non-equilibrium

systems where one can define a surface and analyze its dynamics by ap-

plying scaling hypotheses. The significance of this research stems from the

emergence of universality classes, which group together a range of properties,

such as scaling exponents and statistical functions, that are shared by vastly

different systems, regardless of their intrinsic characteristics. Throughout

this study, we consistently worked with systems characterized by random-

ness: particles assume random positions or orientations. Surprisingly, these

systems have revealed universal characteristics that transcend their micro-

scopic differences. These features, potentially counter-intuitive to those

non-experts in statistics physics, are what render this work truly exciting.

Three research papers underpin this thesis. In the first of these, encap-

sulated in Chapter 4: Reaction-diffusion fronts, we study a two-dimensional

system wherein particles interact through diffusion, creation, and annihila-

tion processes. As a consequence, the system grows in a certain direction and

we measure the front (which in this case is one-dimensional) as the interface

that separates the region filled with particles from the empty one. In this

chapter, we have systematically quantified the critical exponents, namely

β, α, and z, and consistently computed universal functions characterizing

front, including the PDF of the fluctuation and the height covariance. Our
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comprehensive analysis consistently provides strong evidence for a robust

alignment with the 1D KPZ universal class, corroborating the findings of

prior research, particularly the seminal work of Moro in Ref. [98] revisited

herein.

Chronologically in the development of the PhD, this work marks the

first publication. It served as the foundation for establishing a standard-

ized methodology for front measurement, one that could be applied to any

height function to extract its statistical measures, and especially, critical

exponents and correlation functions. Additionally, we introduced an inno-

vative approach that facilitates the direct measurement of the exponent z.

Specifically, we proposed and used a novel method to compute the correla-

tion length from the height-difference correlation function, in real space, in

its saturation state. This analysis has been replicated in subsequent works

(and chapters of this thesis), enabling a comparative analysis of this ex-

ponent with earlier findings, where it was estimated by other alternative

methods.

Furthermore, we opted to calculate the statistical errors for all the ob-

servables presented in this initial work (and in those that follow) employing

the jackknife method to handle the highly correlated data. This method is

recommended for simulation work involving random sampling. Unlike this

methodology, the standard fit procedures (based in a diagonal χ2 analysis,

i.e., neglecting completely the correlation among the data) underestimate

the statistical errors, for example, in the critical exponents, by more than a

factor 10.

The second research system is featured in Chapter 5: Coffee-rings fronts.

The application of surface kinetic roughening to something as commonplace

as a coffee droplet was conducted by Yunker et al. in experimental research

published in the journals Nature [137] and Phys. Rev. Lett. [140], where

supplementary information includes excellent videos. In our study, we em-

ployed the patchy colloids model to simulate the behavior of the coffee

droplet, following the previous studies developed by Dias, Araújo, and Telo

da Gama in Refs. [145–147]. The results of our simulations were overwhelm-

ing, since we were unable to identify the previously mentioned universality

classes, specifically KPZ and QKPZ, in the asymptotic regime within this

system. We finally managed to discern that this was due to the emergence
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of macroscopic shapes in the evolution of colloid aggregates, which was re-

flected in the critical exponent values.

Nevertheless, we were able to characterize the front dynamics before the

emergence of these macroscopic shapes. To achieve this, we examined the

system with respect to the sticking parameter rAB which provides the prob-

ability of one type of bond formation in the aggregates (being favored over

another). Initially, we found that the system undergoes a phase transition

for rAB = 0, where only long branched formations occur due to colloids re-

stricting their orientation during bonding. Our analysis of critical exponent

values led us to conclude that there exists a range of values (rAB > 0.01)

in which the scaling behavior aligns with that of the 1D KPZ universality

class. However, we observed a crossover phenomenon for small values of

rAB (rAB ≤ 0.01), since the behavior for rAB = 0 begins to dominate. In

addition to the critical exponents, we examined the correlation function,

which exhibited anomalous scaling for rAB < 0.01. Calculating the struc-

ture factor allowed us to determine that the system displayed intrinsically

anomalous scaling, differing from the standard scaling (i.e., as that of KPZ).

This provides novel insights into this system and in kinetic roughening be-

havior.

The third study encompassed within this thesis is detailed in Chapter

6: Contact process fronts. In this case, we study a “fictional” front, one

that does not describe the particle advance but rather measures the particle

occupation at each point within the system, which can be interpreted as

its activity. The intriguing aspect of this study lies in the fact that the

microscopic CP model, belonging to the DP universality class, undergoes a

transition into an absorbing phase (where the system is emptied of parti-

cles). We investigated the CP model precisely at the critical point because,

at this point, the scaling properties of the interface can be related to those

of the original particle model, thus providing insights into the DP/CP uni-

versality class. Numerous results were presented as we conducted the study

in one, two, and three-dimensional systems, exploring various sizes in each

case, as usual. We thus extended the previous work of Ref. [157], obtain-

ing critical exponents consistent with those of DP. Moreover, we enriched

the analysis by calculating other universal functions such as the PDF of

fluctuations and the covariance of the front. This contribution is highly sig-

nificant and innovative, as it introduces universal functions not previously
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measured for the DP/CP class. Additionally, we found that this system

exhibits intrinsically anomalous scaling, in accord with Ref. [157].

Regarding open issues, there are several avenues for further exploration

within the presented systems. For instance, it would be intriguing to charac-

terize reaction-diffusion fronts in higher dimensions, potentially even reach-

ing their upper critical dimension if it exists (which is not guaranteed, as for

KPZ). Furthermore, concerning the CP system in three dimensions, achiev-

ing a more robust statistical dataset would have been desirable, involving

additional runs and larger system sizes. However, this presents a challenge

due to the significant simulation time required.

As additional future work, our most immediate objective is to pub-

lish the initial findings obtained in collaboration with the Dias, Araújo,

and Telo de Gama research group. Upon revisiting the work by Dias et

al. [145–147], it was determined that a three-month research visit to their

group would be highly beneficial. During this visit, we engaged in discus-

sions concerning the novel findings in the context of coffee-ring phenomena.

Additionally, this collaboration led to the initiation of a new research di-

rection, focusing on the topic of active matter and non-equilibrium phase

transitions. Specifically, simulations to investigate the transition between

phase-separated states when local active currents were introduced, disrupt-

ing the system equilibrium, are being conducted.

In conclusion, it is our hope that this thesis serves as a resource to help

future researchers who choose to delve into and work on surface kinetic

roughening. It establishes a theoretical framework, offers a simple but clear

methodology, and presents systems that exemplify some of the interesting

and complex behaviors one may encounter in this field.



Appendices

A Relation between α and z in the KPZ equation

We start from the KPZ equation [Eq. (1.14)]. The effect of a small fluctua-

tion δη results in the formation of a bump or hole with length ξ and height

δh. Considering these as perturbations, we can rewrite the equation as

δh

t
≈ ν

δh

ξ2
+

λ

2

(δh)2

ξ2
. (A.1)

Assuming the scaling of the width, Eq. (1.1): w ∼ ⟨δh⟩ ∼ Lα, and the

scaling of the correlation length, Eq. (1.4): L ∼ ξ ∼ t1/z, we obtain that

t
α
z
−1 ∼ νt

α
z
− 2

z +
λ

2
t
2α
z
− 2

z . (A.2)

Since α/z > 0, the term proportional to λ dominates: 2α
z − 2

z > α
z − 2

z , then,

t
2α
z
− 2

z ≫ t
α
z
− 2

z . Note that, when λ is absent, the universality class is EW.

We can equal the exponent on the left hand side of Eq. (A.2) with the one

in the term carrying lambda resulting in α+ z = 2, as in Eq. (1.15).

B The coefficient λ of the nonlinear term

In many situations, it is difficult to compute reliable scaling exponents,

due to complicated crossover behavior and/or to finite-size effects. In these

cases, an alternative method for identifying universality classes is to obtain

direct evidence of the presence of different terms in the growth equation,

such as the nonlinear term λ(∇h)2 which distinguishes the KPZ universality

class from that of EW.
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The most straightforward way to determine the parameter λ is based on

the fact that the average interface velocity v depends on the interface tilt

m [11, 178]. Indeed, the mean velocity of the interface is

v ≡
∫

ddx

〈
∂h

∂t

〉
. (B.3)

If one calculates v from Eq. (B.3) using the EW equation [Eq. (1.10)], the

result is zero. The reasons are that the contribution from the Laplacian

term is zero due to the periodic boundary conditions and that the noise has

zero average. However, in the presence of a nonlinear term, as in the KPZ

equation [Eq. (1.14)], the mean velocity is

v =
λ

2

∫
ddx⟨(∇h)2⟩ ≠ 0. (B.4)

In general, the graph of the interface position vs. time has a zero average

slope. However, in computational models, one may generate an overall slope

m2 = ⟨(∇h)2⟩ of the interface. An useful way to introduce this slope, or

tilt, in discrete models is by using helicoidal boundary conditions such as

x(L) = x(0)− Lm. Hence, the average velocity changes with the tilt m as

v(m) = v(0) +
λ

2
m2. (B.5)

Plotting the velocity against the slope, one expects to find a parabola from

which one may compute the value of the nonlinear coefficient λ.

C From the microscopic A + A ↔ A model to the

FKPP equation

The model chosen to simulate the A+A ↔ A process in Chapter 4 is ruled

by creation, destruction, and diffusion processes. An (adjacent) site with

which the chosen particle interacts is selected with a probability D. Once

the site is chosen we distinguish between the cases in which it is occupied

or empty; we call this probability of occupation Poc. Hence, the reaction

process occurs with probability D(1 − Poc)µ and the destruction process

occurs with probability DPoc. Then, if N denotes the number of particles

of the system, the following balance equation is satisfied,

N(t+ 1) = N(t) +N(1− Poc)ν −N(Poc)D, (C.6)
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where ν = µD is the probability of creation. Switching to the density

ρ = N/V , where V is the volume of the system and taking into account

that Poc = ρ, the equation reads

ρ(t+ 1)− ρ(t) = ρ(1− ρ)ν −Dρ2. (C.7)

Assuming ρ(t + 1) − ρ(t) ≈ dρ
dt and adding the spatial variation D∇2ρ, we

obtain the FKPP equation,

dρ

dt
= D∇2ρ+ νρ− (ν +D)ρ2. (C.8)

Comparing with Eq. (4.1), we find that ν = R and ν + D = R/K, which

yields

K =
ν

ν +D
=

µ

µ+ 1
. (C.9)

At steady state (i.e., dρ
dt = 0), Eq. (C.8) yields the equilibrium density

ρeq =
ν

ν +D
=

µ

µ+ 1
, (C.10)

where we have used that ν = µD. In the model, ρeq is the density of our

system at t = 0.
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